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ABSTRACT 
This report summarizes the products and results of a study on the collection, processing, and 
analysis of earthquake ground-motions recorded in Arizona at several recording stations within 
200 km from the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station in central Arizona. The recorded ground 
motion in Arizona were compiled and processed according to the Pacific Earthquake 
Engineering Research Center’s (PEER) record-processing standards. Shear-wave velocity 
profiles at ten recording stations were measured through the spectral analysis of surface wave 
dispersion technique. Additionally, “kappa” a measure of energy dissipation in the top 1 to 2 km 
of the crust, was estimated by three methodologies. The average κ0 (kappa at zero-kilometer 
distance) was estimated from all sites as 0.033 sec. Finally, response spectra of the recorded 
ground motions in Arizona were compared with those predicted by the NGA-West2 ground 
motion prediction equations at large distances in Arizona. The comparison showed that overall 
the recorded 5% damped response spectral ordinates were over predicted by the NGA-West2 
models by a range of 00.35 natural log units for events occurring in Central California, and by a 
range of 0.20.7 natural log units for events occurring in Southern California and the Gulf of 
California. 
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1 Introduction 
Recently the NGA-West2 research project developed a comprehensive database of recorded ground 
motions and a set of ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for shallow crustal earthquakes in 
active tectonic regions [Bozorgnia et al. 2014]. The goals of this study are as follows: 
1. Expand the NGA-West2 ground motion database with earthquakes recorded 
in Arizona; 
2. Measure shear-wave velocities at several recording stations in Arizona 
through the spectral analysis of surface wave (SASW) dispersion technique; 
3. Estimate “kappa” at the recording sites in Arizona; and 
4. For horizontal components, compare the response spectral ordinates of the 
recorded motions with those predicted by the NGA-West2 GMPEs at large 
distances in Arizona. 
This study is motivated by the evaluation of the applicability of the NGA-West2 models for 
Arizona, as there is an important facility, the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS), 
located in central Arizona. A related technical issue to be addressed is to evaluate the effects of 
attenuation (Q) in Arizona versus California. 
Following the interlocutory materials and scope of the study, Chapter 2 of this report 
addresses Goal (1) of this study as listed above. The chapter describes the data-processing 
methodology for time series and spectra (both response and Fourier spectra). The metadata for 15 
seismographic stations within 200 km from the PVNGS in central Arizona are also discussed. Lastly, 
recorded ground motions from 26 earthquakes are presented. Fourteen of these earthquakes—with 
hypocenter locations in California and Mexico—have been previously studied in the NGA-West2 
project. Twelve earthquakes with hypocenter locations in Arizona have been added to the database. 
Chapter 3 presents one-dimensional shear-wave velocity profiles at 10 recording stations. 
This study quantified several key site classification parameters, including a detailed site shear-wave 
velocity profile, average velocity in the upper 30 m of the profile, average velocity for the entire 
profile, and the NEHRP site classification through the SASW dispersion technique. This work has 
been a collaborative study with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in Menlo Park, California. 
Chapter 4 discusses the estimates of kappa (κ) in the areas of interest in Arizona. The 
parameter   models the empirical observation of energy dissipation occurring in the top 12 km of 
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the crust and is important in characterizing strong ground motions for engineering design, especially 
in the high-frequency range. Three methods are used to estimate  : employing acceleration 
spectrum, displacement spectrum, and broadband approaches. 
Chapter 5 compares the 5% damped response spectral values from earthquakes recorded at 
the Arizona stations with the spectral ordinates predicted by the NGA-West2 GMPEs. This 
comparison allows for determining the effect of the attenuation (Q), which previous studies have 
found to be higher in Arizona compared to California, thus, leading to lower attenuation in Arizona 
as compared to California. If the effect of a higher Q is significant, then the ground motion at 
Arizona stations should be larger than those in California for the same earthquakes and similar 
distances. 
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2 Strong-Motion Database 
This chapter describes the overview of the development of the Arizona ground motion database and 
time series processing. The database provides uniformly processed time series for sites within 200 
km from the PVNGS in central Arizona (Figure 2.1). The seismographic stations are listed in Table 
2.1. Also, a catalog of earthquake hypocenter locations and magnitudes is presented in Table 2.2 
[Jeri Young, Arizona Earthquake Information Center, personal communication, 2013]. 
Time series recorded at these stations are corrected for instrument response (Section 2.2), 
when necessary, to obtain acceleration, velocity, and displacement time series. The data-processing 
methodology is described in Section 2.3, including definition and selection of various time windows, 
filtering, conversion from velocity time series to acceleration time series, and calculation of pseudo-
spectral acceleration (PSA) at 11 damping values. Section 2.3.5 compares the processed results from 
two independent analyses to confirm the data-processing methodology; comparisons of 5%`damped 
response spectra from two co-located recorders at Needles (NEE2) show excellent agreement. 
Finally, the range of usable frequencies of the processed recordings is presented in Section 2.3.6. 
2.1 SEISMOGRAPH STATIONS AND EARTHQUAKE LOCATIONS 
There are fifteen seismograph stations in the study area near the PVNGS site. Table 2.1 lists the 
station coordinates and elevations, which range from 100 to 2000 m. The table also shows Vs30 
values at nine sites from recent SASW measurements reported in Chapter 3, two sites with measured 
Vs30 values from measured profiles reported in Seyhan et al. [2014], and three sites with an assigned 
the “Geomatrix 3rd letter” using Vs30 correlations documented in Seyhan et al [2014]. Figure 2.1 
shows the locations of most of these stations on a bedrock distribution map adopted from Lettis 
Consultants International, Inc. [2012]. All stations are within 200 km from the PVNGS and the 
bedrock depth changes depending on the site in the study area. 
Twenty-six earthquakes that occurred in Arizona, California, or Mexico after 2007 were 
selected. These are listed in Table 2.2. The epicenters of the events are shown in Figure 2.2. There 
are 14 earthquakes with hypocenter locations in California and Mexico. These events, which were 
previously studied previously in the NGA-West2 project [Ancheta et al. 2013], are all at relatively 
long distances (greater than about 250 km) from the PVNGS site, with magnitudes exceeding 4.0. 
There are also 12 earthquakes with hypocenter locations in Arizona [Jeri Young, Arizona 
Earthquake Information Center, personal communication, 2013]. These events have shorter 
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distances to the PVNGS (generally less than 250 km) and have not been included in earlier NGA 
projects. For the events and stations shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, approximately 230 digital 
recordings were downloaded from the IRIS Data Management Center [2013] for the transportable 
array (TA) deployment. 
The first step in data processing was to select the ground motions. The time series recordings 
were plotted without applying any filter in order to visually evaluate record quality. This selection 
criterion is consistent with the NGA-West1 [Chiou et al. 2008] and the NGA-West2 [Ancheta et al. 
2013] projects. Figure 2.3 shows an example recording at Station Z15A (Table 2.1) for the 
earthquake with EQID 1269 (Table 2.2). Because this recording is very noisy, it is difficult to 
differentiate the signal (seismic waves) from the noise. Several noisy time series were recorded at 
Stations Z15A, NEE2, and Y12C, and they were not analyzed further. Most of the visually rejected 
recordings were from these three stations. After visual selection, 202 three-component records were 
accepted from 26 events and 14 stations. Figure 2.4 shows the distribution of magnitude versus 
epicentral distance for these recordings. The magnitude and distance range are from M 1.2 to 7.2, 
and from 9 to 650 km, respectively. Note that the earthquakes that were previously studied in the 
NGA-West2 project have larger magnitudes with longer distances compared to the Arizona stations, 
whereas the events located in Arizona have smaller magnitudes with shorter distances to these 
stations. The figure also shows the recordings measured at Station Z14A, which is 8 km from the 
PVNGS. The shortest epicentral distance for the recordings measured at this station is 50 km. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Seismograph locations near the PVNGS site. Base bedrock map is 
adopted from Lettis Consultants International, Inc. [2012]. 
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Table 2.1 Seismograph station list. 
Station name SSN Owner Latitude (°) 
Longitude 
(°) 
Elevation 
(m) 
Vs,30 (m\sec) 
NEE2 100288 CI, TA 34.7676 -114.6188 271.0 404* 
PDM 100461 CI, TA 34.3034 -114.1415 144.0 1312* 
113A NA TA 32.7683 -113.7667 118.0 1237 
114A NA TA 32.7513 -112.8830 279.0 398 
115A NA TA 32.7006 -112.2279 606.2 460 
W13A NA TA 35.099 -113.8854 1988.2 660** 
X13A NA TA 34.5935 -113.8302 889.4 425** 
Y12C NA TA 33.7503 -114.5238 196.0 660** 
Y13A NA TA 33.8142 -113.8287 356.9 560 
Y14A NA TA/AE 33.9383 -113.0048 730.7 520 
Y15A NA TA 33.9535 -112.3331 572.0 566 
Y16A NA TA 33.8798 -111.4783 1068.0 1028 
Z13A NA TA 33.1999 -113.6568 375.0 689 
Z14A NA TA 33.3627 -112.9458 297.8 524 
Z15A NA TA 33.2893 -112.1581 318.0 407 
  
CI: California Institute of Technology Network 
 TA: US Array Transportable Array [US Array 2003] 
 AE: Arizona Broadband Seismic Network [Arizona Geological Survey 2011] 
 *: Vs,30 from Seyhan et al. [2014] 
 **: Vs,30 from Geomatrix 3rd letter proxy [Seyhan et al. 2014] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Earthquake epicenter locations in the Arizona dataset. 
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Table 2.2 Earthquake event catalog. 
EQID Earthquake Name YEAR/MODY/HRMN 
Mangitude 
(*) 
Epicenter 
Latitude 
Epicenter 
Longitude Depth (km)
1267 NA 2008/0105/2345 3.10 ML 35.0230 -113.9140 1.00 
1268 NA 2008/0117/2200 3.40 ML 35.0200 -113.9140 1.00 
1269 NA 2008/0120/1728 2.10 ML 35.0260 -113.9290 1.00 
1270 NA 2008/0724/1405 2.40 ML 34.1880 -113.8440 6.00 
1271 NA 2008/0803/0953 2.00 ML 34.1880 -113.8620 7.00 
1272 NA 2008/1129/0148 1.50 ML 32.9520 -112.7740 13.00 
1273 NA 2008/1129/0710 1.50 ML 32.9530 -112.7740 13.00 
1274 NA 2008/1129/0711 1.50 ML 32.9550 -112.7720 13.00 
1275 NA 2008/1129/0722 1.50 ML 32.9550 -112.7710 13.00 
1276 NA 2008/1129/1621 1.50 ML 32.9540 -112.7700 13.00 
1277 NA 2008/1129/1622 1.20 ML 32.9550 -112.7700 13.00 
1278 NA 2012/0203/0242 2.50Md 33.5905 -111.0490 13.87 
1028 10275733 2007/0902/1729 4.73 ML 33.7328 -117.4921 10.02 
1047 10321585 2008/0501/0811 4.43 ML 35.4744 -118.4262 6.68 
1053 14330056 2007/1024/1222 4.34 ML 35.8373 -117.6780 6.86 
1058 14285168 2007/0415/2257 4.41 ML 32.7070 -116.0400 10.16 
1067 10230869 2007/0209/0333 4.29 ML 33.2262 -116.1472 10.89 
1182 14517500 2009/1001/1001 5.00 M 36.3864 -117.8583 7.41 
1186 14519780 2009/1003/0115 5.19 M 36.4034 -117.8499 9.42 
280 El Mayor-Cucapah 2010/0404/2240 7.20 M 32.3000 -115.2670 0.00 
1004 14346868 2008/0209/0712 5.10 M 32.4105 -115.3120 18.65 
1005 14408052 2008/1206/0418 5.06 M 34.8118 -116.4227 9.33 
1009 14462064 2009/0523/2258 4.73 ML 36.4011 -117.8397 7.42 
1017 10347253 2008/0905/2154 4.63 ML 32.3362 -115.2425 17.16 
1018 10370141 2009/0109/0349 4.45 ML 34.1081 -117.3062 14.80 
1020 14295640 2007/0602/0511 4.26 ML 33.8776 -116.2019 10.06 
 
Moment magnitude (M) and Richter magnitude (ML) for the NGA-West2 earthquakes from Ancheta et al. [2013]. The magnitude for the 
smaller Arizona events is from Jeri Young [Arizona Earthquake Information Center, personal communication, 2013].. Md is duration 
magnitude. 
 
For the range 3 < ML < 5 Richter magnitude (ML) and M are identical since they have the same relationship to seismic moment (Mo) 
given by: log Mo = 1.5 * (Mag) + 16.05 where Mag can be either M [Hanks and Kanamori 1979] or ML [Thatcher and Hanks 1973; Bakun 
1984; Hanks and Boore 1984]. For smaller (and larger) magnitudes this relationship between these magnitudes does not hold (e.g., see 
Figure 2, Hanks and Boore [1984]). In later chapters, the data from the smaller magnitudes are not compared to GMPEs based on M 
since only the Fourier amplitude spectra from these small events (magnitude < 3) are used.   
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Figure 2.3 Example of rejected recording at Station Z15A. 
 
Figure 2.4 Magnitude versus epicentral distance distribution for the Arizona dataset. 
2.2 INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 
Instrument response parameters collected for each record include gain, natural frequency, damping, 
sample rate, and anti-alias filter description. For the selected recordings, these parameters were 
downloaded from the IRIS website [IRIS 2013] with reference to the station name, component, and 
earthquake origin time. Nearly all the stations listed in Table 2.1 are broadband velocity sensors, and 
their response is the same as that of the TA instrument shown in Figure 2.5. The two exceptions are 
the CI stations at NEE2 and PDM. The processing of the CI recordings is the same as in NGA-
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West2 [Ancheta et al. 2013]. The Nyquist frequency for all TA recordings is 20 Hz, because the TA 
has a low sampling rate of 40 Hz. An anti-alias filter was applied to the TA data at about 80% of the 
Nyquist frequency with a corner frequency near 16 Hz. The figure shows that the instrument 
response is flat from 0.01 to about 15 Hz, which indicates that instrument-corrected velocity time 
series can be calculated by multiplying the count value in the downloaded ASCII files with its gain 
without the application of an instrument correction in this frequency band. For example, if the 
maximum count and instrument gain were obtained as 9060 in the ASCII file and 6.27192x106 
(count/cm/sec) from the IRIS Data Management Center website, respectively, then the maximum 
velocity is calculated as follows: 
   6 3max 9060 6.27192 10 1.44 10 cm / secvel      (2.1) 
Figure 2.6 shows an example plot of the velocity time series obtained using Equation (2.1). 
There is some long-period noise in the figure with period from about 2 to 10 sec. This long-period 
noise may be interpreted as microseisms composed of Rayleigh waves generated by ocean waves 
(e.g., Webb, [2002]). Long-period filtering for noise reduction is described later in Section 2.3.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Example of instrument response for TA array stations. 
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Figure 2.6 Example recording of raw (gain-corrected) velocity time series from Station Y12C. 
2.3 DATA PROCESSING 
Data processing for the Arizona time series generally followed the NGA-West2 process described in 
Ancheta et al. [2013]. The main differences are the selection of several windows for the calculation 
of Fourier amplitude spectra [Kishida et al. 2014] and the conversion of the recorded velocity time 
series from the TA array to acceleration. 
2.3.1 Time Windows for Data Processing 
Six different time windows were selected for each time series similar to the NGA-East project as 
described in Kishida et al.[2014]. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic plot of these windows. The first time 
window includes the entire record (blue box in the figure). This window includes the pre-event noise 
(recorded before the P-wave onset), P waves, S waves, and coda waves. The second to fifth windows 
contain only the pre-event noise (pink box), P waves (yellow box), S waves (green box), and coda 
waves (gray box), respectively. The sixth window contains both P and S waves. All time windows 
are selected during data processing in order to calculate the Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) from 
the different waves in these windows. Because details of window choice are described in Kishida et 
al. [2014], this section only briefly outlines the time window selection for the different wave types. 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic drawing of different time windows. 
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The start time of the P-wave window  pt , which is the end time of noise window, was first 
selected visually by inspecting the three components for the first, generally impulsive, large 
amplitude wave arrival. Then, the end time of the P-wave window, which is the start time of S-wave 
window, was selected visually by observing the generally longer period and larger amplitude wave 
arrival in velocity and displacement time series. As a selection guide, the theoretical S arrival time 
 st  is plotted with the time series based on the selected P arrival time and the hypocentral distance 
as follows: 
8s p s p p ht t t t R       (2.2) 
where Rh is the hypocentral distance, and P- and S-wave velocities are assumed to be 6.0 and 3.5 
km/sec for the crust, respectively. The S arrival time  st  was selected visually considering 
amplitude and frequency content on the three-component acceleration and displacement time series. 
The end time of the S-wave window was automatically selected using an assumed S-wave 
duration, which is a function of magnitude and hypocentral distance, and is expressed as follows: 
s d rup d propD T T    (2.3) 
where d rupT   is a base duration, which is related to the rupture (source) duration but generally 
greater, and d propT   is the duration through the propagation of the S wave to the site and to 
scattering along the path. Table 2.3 shows the d rupT  used in the data processing, where cf  in the 
table is calculated by the following formula [Aki 1967; Brune 1970; Boore 1983]: 
1 3
6
0
4.9 10cf M
        (2.4) 
where 
1.5 16.050 10 MM   (2.5) 
and  is shear-wave velocity at the source and was assumed to be 3.2 km/sec. The stress drop (  ) 
was assumed to be 6 MPa (60 bars), an average value for large earthquakes in California [Atkinson 
and Silva 1997]. The hypocentral distance effects on the S-wave duration have been approximated 
for regions such as California and Arizona [W. Silva, personal communication, 2013]: 
0.1d prop hT R    (2.6) 
The factor of 0.10 in this expression is consistent with the study by Kempton and Stewart [2006] in 
which the distance effects on significant durations of 5 75aD   (5 to 75% duration) and 5 95aD   (5 to 
95% duration) are calculated as 0.07 and 0.15, respectively. After calculating the sD  in Equation 
(2.3), the start time of the noise window  nt  was obtained so that the noise duration equals the S 
window duration if possible, thus: 
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 max 0,n p st t D   (2.7) 
The start time of the coda window  ct  was selected by following the theoretical coda 
definition [Aki 1969; Philips and Aki 1986; Kato et al. 1995]. This definition gives the onset of the 
coda at a time equal to twice the S-wave travel time after the S-wave onset. However, to estimate 
this window for as many recordings as possible, we defined the end of coda window, fct , by this 
formula: 
 min , 3fc end s st t t D    (2.8) 
Hence the start time of the coda window is obtained by using the same window length as that of the 
S window. 
f
c c st t D   (2.9) 
Finally, the entire time window was selected from nt  to fct . 
Table 2.3 Base duration used in the analysis. 
Magnitude (Mw) Base duration (sec) 
M< 4.5 10 
4.5 ≤ M < 6.9 15 
6.9 ≤ M < 7.6 1.4/ cf  
7.6 ≤ M < 7.9 33 
2.3.2 Filtering of the Time Series 
Figure 2.8 shows the Fourier velocity amplitude spectra of different windows for the example 
recording of Figure 2.7. It shows that Fourier amplitude drops sharply above 16 Hz, which is 
expected based on the instrument response shown in Figure 2.5. Low-pass (LP) filtering is provided 
in most cases by the anti-alias filter for the TA instrumentation; for recordings with noise at high 
frequencies, additional LP filtering was applied. It also shows that the FAS of the noise window 
overlaps with the FAS of the entire window at frequencies below about 0.5 Hz. This is also reflected 
by the decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to less than 3 near 0.5 Hz. These observations are 
interpreted to indicate that in this example the noise from microseisms and other sources are 
dominant at frequencies less than about 0.5 Hz. The high-pass (HP) corner frequency (HP cf ) was 
selected at 0.5 Hz to remove long-period noise from the recording. Figure 2.9 shows the velocity 
time series of the same example recording after applying a 5-pole acausal filter at 0.5 Hz. Comparing 
Figure 2.6 with Figure 2.9 confirms that much of the long-period noise is removed by applying the 
HP filter. The maximum velocity decreased by approximately 10% due to the LP filtering. 
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Figure 2.8 Fourier velocity amplitude spectra for an example recording. 
 
Figure 2.9 Example velocity time series after filtering. 
2.3.3 Integration and Derivative of Time Series 
The filtered velocity time series were converted into acceleration time series in the frequency 
domain as briefly described in this section. Let the Fourier spectra (FS) be expressed by the 
following formula: 
     FS A iB     (2.10) 
The FS was multiplied by i  to obtain the derivative (acceleration). Similarly, the FS was 
multiplied by i   to obtain the integral (displacement). On the basis of these equations, the 
conversion from velocity to acceleration time series was performed. Figure 2.10 shows an example 
conversion of velocity time series in the frequency domain to verify that the newly added subroutine 
works correctly in the R code used for signal processing within the NGA-West2 project. Figure 
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2.10(a) shows an original velocity time series. Figure 2.10(b) shows the converted acceleration time 
series from velocity time series in Figure 2.10(a) in frequency domain by multiplying by i . Figure 
2.10(c) shows the velocity time series integrated from the acceleration time series in Figure 2.10b in 
frequency domain by multiplying i  . Comparing Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(c) confirms that the 
derivative and integration of time series are correctly performed by using the above described 
method. Figure 2.11 shows the comparison of Figure 2.10(a) to 2.10(c) in magnified scale, verifying 
that the newly added R code of time derivative and integral in frequency domain worked correctly 
during the data processing. 
In the data processing, the filtered velocity time series was converted to an acceleration time 
series in the frequency domain at the first step. Then, the velocity and displacement time series were 
calculated from the converted acceleration time series in time domain with the standard PEER 
baseline correction algorithm [Chiou et al. 2008; Ancheta et al. 2013]. 
 
Figure 2.10 Example conversion from velocity time series to acceleration and 
velocity time series in frequency domain. 
 
Figure 2.11 Comparison of velocity time series. 
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2.3.4 Pseudo-Spectral Acceleration and RotDnn 
Pseudo-spectral accelerations are calculated from the acausal filtered acceleration time series. An 
acausal filter was selected, as in NGA-West2 research project, because it has less phase distortion 
compared to causal filters [Boore and Akkar 2003]. Figure 2.12 shows the PSA for the example 
recording. The black line shows the PSA for which the time series are interpolated linearly at short 
periods [Nigam and Jennings 1969]. The dashed line shows the PSA for which time series are 
interpolated in the frequency domain (sinc interpolation) by padding zeros to a higher frequency than 
the Nyquist frequency. Boore and Goulet [2014] discussed the differences in PSA from these two 
different interpolation methods and have recommended sinc interpolation because linear 
interpolation may introduce spurious energy at high frequencies. As shown in Figure 2.12, this 
energy can be observed in at 0.04 sec (25 Hz) where a small bump is observed in the PSA obtained 
from linear interpolation; however, it is not observed in the PSA obtained by sinc interpolation. 
Boore and Goulet [2014] also discussed potential errors on the short-period PSA when the true 
ground motion has significant energy at frequencies above that of the anti-aliasing filter. This error 
may occur at low sampling rate recordings, such as those provided by the TA array, especially at 
hard rock sites at close distances; hence we may expect errors in PSA above 15–16 Hz for very few, 
if any, of the TA recordings shown in Figure 2.4 based on the distance (generally < 50 km) and the 
shear-wave velocity measurements (Chapter 3 and Table 2.1). Using the sinc interpolation method, 
the orientation-independent horizontal spectra proposed by Boore [2010] (RotDnn) was calculated 
for the Arizona dataset. 
Figure 2.13 shows the ratio of 5% damped PSA between sinc and linear interpolations in 
Figure 2.12; the linear interpolation underestimates the PSA compared to sinc interpolation by 35% 
at a period of 0.07 sec (14 Hz) but overestimates the PSA by17% at a period of 0.04 sec (25 Hz).  
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Figure 2.12 PSA for example records with different interpolation methods (solid: 
linear interpolation, dash: sinc interpolation). 
 
Figure 2.13 Ratio of PSA for example records with different interpolation methods. 
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2.3.5 Verification of Data Processing 
Several routines were added to the standard PEER NGA R processing code to process the Arizona 
time series data recorded by the TA array for this study. For example, the filtering of velocity spectra 
and the conversion from velocity to acceleration time series in the frequency domain had not been 
performed in the R code during the NGA-West2 project. Therefore, to verify these newly added 
processing steps, we performed an independent analysis and compared the resulting PSA to each 
other. Pacific Engineering & Analysis (PE&A) performed an analysis starting from the downloaded 
ASCII file from IRIS. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 compare plots of the PSA obtained from the PEER 
processing code (R and Fortran) and the PE&A Fortran code, and the ratio of the PSA (5% damped) 
between these calculations, respectively. These figures show that the resulting PSA are consistent 
within a couple of percent, which verifies that the data-processing methods for time series and PSA 
were correctly implemented in this study. 
There are also three co-located records between NGA-West2 and Arizona dataset at NEE2 
on standard CI instrumentation and TA recorders. Comparisons were also performed for these 
recordings to verify the data-processing methodology of this study. Figure 2.16 shows an example 
comparison of the 5% damped PSA from the 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake. The record in 
NGA-West2 database was measured on a broadband acceleration instrument with the Nyquist 
frequency of 50 Hz, whereas that in the Arizona database was measured by TA array with a Nyquist 
of 20 Hz. On the basis of the excellent agreement demonstrated in Figure 2.16 and two others, it is 
verified that the data-processing methods for time series and PSA were correctly implemented in this 
study. 
 
Figure 2.14 Comparison of PSA for the example recording from R and PE&A data processing. 
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Figure 2.15 Ratio of PSA for the example recording between R and PE&A data processing. 
 
 
Figure 2.16 PSA comparison for co-located records at Station NEE2 between NGA-
West2 and Arizona database. 
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2.3.6 Usable Frequencies for Processed Data 
Several intensity measures were calculated during data processing: the three-component as-recorded 
PSA, RotDnn, Arias intensity, and related durations. Pseudo spectral accelerations were calculated at 
111 periods ranging from 0.01 to 20 sec and for 11 different damping ratios ranging from 0.5 to 
30%. These results are tabulated into a spreadsheet (xls file) and named “Arizona Flatfile.xls” on the 
PEER website. Figure 2.17 shows the HP- and LP-filter corner frequencies ( c HPf  , c LPf  , 
respectively) selected during data processing. It shows that the c HPf   becomes lower as magnitude 
increases because low-frequency signal amplitude generally increases as magnitude increases 
relative to noise from microseisms and other sources. It also shows that the c HPf   becomes lower 
significantly as M becomes greater than 4.0 because some recordings have larger amplitudes at low 
frequency compared to peak values from microseisms, which allow low frequencies extending into 
and beyond the period range of microseisms (around 37 sec). Figure 2.18 shows the number of 
available recordings as a function of highest usable period. It shows that the number of usable 
recordings starts to decrease at the period greater than 0.3 sec for Arizona events, but does not 
decrease until about a period of 2 sec for the larger events in the NGA-West2 database. Finally, the 
maximum c LPf   is equal to 16 Hz, i.e., 80% of the Nyquist frequency, which is given by the anti-
alias filter of the TA data (see also Figure 2.8). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17 Variation in HP and LP corner frequencies with magnitude. 
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of number of records with a highest useable period versus period. 
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3 Seismic Velocity Site Characterization of Ten 
Arizona Strong-Motion Recording Stations by 
Spectral Analysis of Surface Wave Dispersion 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
Vertical one-dimensional shear-wave velocity (VS) profiles are presented for strong-motion sites in 
Arizona for a suite of stations surrounding the PVNGS. The purpose of the study is to determine the 
detailed site velocity profile, the average velocity in the upper 30 m of the profile (VS,30), the average 
velocity for the entire profile (VS,Z), and the NEHRP site classification. The VS profiles are estimated 
using a non-invasive continuous-sine wave method for gathering the dispersion characteristics of 
surface waves. Shear-wave velocity profiles were inverted from the averaged dispersion curves 
using three independent methods for comparison, and the root-mean square combined coefficient of 
variation (COV) of the dispersion- and inversion-calculations were estimated for each site. 
3.2 INTRODUCTION 
This project focuses on the measurement of shear-wave velocity (VS) of the near-surface materials at 
strong-motion recording stations in Arizona. During two data collection campaigns, data were 
collected at ten stations with recordings from prior earthquakes. These stations were regionally 
instrumented with permanent seismometer recording stations, some now moved or abandoned. The 
VS profiles presented in this report are collected for input to GMPEs, factoring in the effects of site 
amplification. Data presented here were gathered using the continuous harmonic sine wave approach 
for the SASW presented by Kayen et al. [2004; 2013], which is a stepped-sine wave method that 
utilizes a notch-filter methodology that improves on the approach of Satoh et al. [1991]. The CSS-
SASW is an inexpensive and efficient means of non-invasively estimating the near-surface VS of the 
ground. Though it is possible to measure VS in cased boreholes or during penetration tests, these 
approaches tend not to be useful as they cannot reach the meaningful depths required for seismic site 
response analysis without expensive drilling and casing. Because many of the Arizona sites are stiff 
soil profiles or weathered bedrock profiles, penetration methods are not useful. 
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3.3 ARIZONA STUDY SITES 
The VS profiles presented here are for strong-motion seismometer stations whose records are 
identified in the database of PEER and the Southwestern U.S. Ground Motion Characterization 
SSHAC Level 3 Project (SWUS). The sites surround the PVNGS in central Arizona (see Table 3.1 
and Figure 3.1) to a range of approximately 100 miles. 
 
  
Figure 3.1 Surface wave test locations of 10 sites in central and southern Arizona. 
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Table 3.1 Sites investigated in this study. The table includes the SWUS site ID, USGS test ID, NEHRP site class, 
latitude, longitude, Vs30 from the automated inversion, VS,30 from the manual Inversion, VS,30 from the Occam Inversion, the maximum depth (m) of the inversion, the average VS,Z for the entire profile depth from the automated inversion, the average VS,Z for the manual Inversion, the average VS,Z for the Occam Inversion, the average COV of the group dispersion profile, the average COV of the inversion, and the 
combined joint-COV. 
Site ID Z14A 115A Y16A Y15A Z15A 113A 
Y14A 
Stigler 
ranch 
Y13A-2 
Plog 
Ranch 
114A 
Gila 
Bend 
Z13A 
USGS Test ID 994 Z14A PV NPP 
995 115A 
Sonora 
Natl Mon 
997 Y16A 
Beeline 
Rd. 
998 Y15A 
Lake 
Pleasant 
999 Z15A 
Komtake 
1000AZ 
113a 1001AZ 1002AZ 1003AZ 
1004AZ 
Z13a 
NEHRP CLASS: C C B C C B C C C C 
Latitude (°) 33.3627 32.7006 33.8798 33.9535 33.2893 32.7683 33.9383 33.816246 32.7513 33.1999 
Longitude (°) -112.9458 -112.2279 -111.4783 -112.3331 -112.1581 -113.7667 -113.0048 -113.8292 -112.8830 -113.6568 
VS,30 automated inversion 524 460 1028 566 407 1237 520 560 398 689 
VS,30  manual Inversion 508 443 988 545 464 1232 526 559 404 670 
VS,30  Occam Inversion 490 424 970 499 373 1140 473 532 380 652 
MAX Inversion Depth(m) 108 99 40 40 39 38 50 50 50 50 
VS-MAX automated inversion 522 528 1102 583 434 1599 576 611 424 778 
VS-MAX manual Inversion 689 541 1071 570 431 1385 586 608 445 763 
VS-MAX Occam Inversion 749 473 1023 476 437 1140 572 640 438 740 
Dispersion ave. COV 0.035 0.027 0.072 0.041 0.035 0.106 0.074 0.033 0.059 0.043 
Inversion ave. COV 0.025 0.019 0.109 0.095 0.042 0.200 0.021 0.021 0.024 0.019 
Combined COV 0.043 0.033 0.131 0.103 0.055 0.226 0.077 0.039 0.064 0.047 
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3.4 RAYLEIGH WAVE DISPERSION 
Active-source surface wave analysis testing typically profiles the upper tens of meters of the ground 
using drop weights or harmonic sources. The upper 30 m is needed to compute the widely used site 
parameter VS,30, defined as 30 m divided by the shear-wave travel time to 30 m depth. The SASW 
method employed in this study by the USGS uses a parallel array of mass shakers, which allows for 
profiling to depths up to 100 m without the use of massive drop weights or heavy track-mounted 
machinery. For this method, we substitute an array of many low frequencies in the 1001 Hz range 
with electro-mechanical shakers. Surface waves are generated with an array of up to several APS 
Dynamics Model 400 shakers and amplifier units, powered by a generator and controlled by a 
spectral analyzer. 
The shakers have a long-stroke capable of cycling to as low as 1 Hz. The output signal from 
the spectral analyzer is split into a parallel circuit and sent to the separate amplifiers. The amplifiers 
power the shakers to produce a continuously vibrating, coherent, in-phase harmonic-wave that 
vertically loads the ground. Most of this energy produces Rayleigh retrograde elliptical surface 
waves that propagate away from the source in a vertical cylindrical wavefront perpendicular to the 
ground surface. The amplitude of the surface waves decay exponentially with depth, such that the 
energy of the wavefront is centered at a depth of approximately 1/3 to 1/2 the wavelength. 
Frequency domain analyses are made on two or more signals received by sensors placed in 
the field in the linear array some distance from the source. First, all channels of time domain data are 
transformed into their equivalent linear spectrum in the frequency domain using a Fourier transform. 
One of the sensor’s signals (typically the sensor closest to the source) is used for a reference input 
signal, and the other sensor signals are used to compute the linear spectrums of the output. The 
separation of the reference seismometer and output seismometer  s refd d  radially from the 
source is later used to compute the wave velocity. The cross power spectrum  xyG   is determined 
by multiplying the complex conjugate of the linear spectrum of the input signal  *xS  , and the real 
portion of the linear spectrum of the output signal  yS  . The cross power spectrum is defined as 
     *xy x yG S S     (3.1) 
The autopower spectrum, which is a measure of the energy at each frequency of the sweep, can be 
used to determine the strength of individual frequencies, and is equal to the linear spectrum of a 
given sensor times its complex conjugate pair: 
     *xx x xG S S     (3.2) 
and 
     *yy y yG S S     (3.3) 
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A cross-power spectrum can be represented by its real and imaginary components by its phase  and 
magnitude m. The phase  is the relative lag between the signals at each frequency, and the 
magnitude is a measure of the power between the two signals at each frequency. Because the phases 
are relative, they can be stacked to enhance the SNR of the phase lag at each frequency. 
The phase of the cross-power spectrum is computed as the inverse tangent of the ratio of the 
imaginary and real portions of the cross-power spectrum: 
    
1 Imtan Re
xy
xy
xy
G
G
  
      
 (3.4) 
The travel time t(ƒ) of one cycle of a wave of frequency (ƒ) is computed as 
   t f     (3.5) 
and the wavelength, , at each frequency is 
     s refd d f     (3.6) 
The Rayleigh wave velocity, rV , is computed as 
     
   
     
 
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r s ref
s ref
s ref
V f d d t f
f d d
f d d
f f

  

 
  
  
 

 (3.7) 
The SASW procedure maps the change in  across the frequency spectrum, and merges these phase 
lags with the sensor array geometry to measure velocity. Typically with the shaker source, the 
discrete frequencies are cycled in a swept- (stepped-) sine fashion across a range of low frequencies 
(1200 Hz). Rayleigh-wave phase velocity is then mapped in frequency or wavelength space. This 
velocity map or profile is called a dispersion curve and characterizes changes in the frequency-
dependent Rayleigh wave velocity. The evaluation of velocities is constrained to the wavelength 
zone where (f)/3 < (ds–dref) < 2 (f) for typical data and (f)/3 < (ds–dref) < 3(f) for excellent data, 
corresponding to phase lags of 180°1080° (typical data) and 120°1080° (excellent data). At longer 
and shorter wavelengths the data become unreliable for computing velocities. 
As the useable wavelengths are constrained by the seismometer separation, the array is 
expanded to capture Rayleigh wave dispersion representative of a specific range of wavelengths. The 
near surface is characterized by short wavelengths and high frequencies, whereas the deeper portion 
of the profile is characterized by long wavelengths and low frequencies. Each wavelength range 
requires a separate independent test that is merged together with other wavelength ranges to 
determine an average dispersion curve for the site. 
At the largest seismometer separations, the increasing area of the wave front causes the wave 
amplitude to diminish due to geometric damping, and the overall quality of the data diminishes. Two 
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measures of data quality are used to evaluate the field measurements in the frequency domain. 
Coherence, 2is a normalized real function with values between 0 and 1 corresponding to the 
ratio of the power of the cross-power spectrum,    *yx yxG G  , to the auto-power spectrum of 
the outboard seismometer,    xx yyG G  . Values close to 1 indicate high correlation between 
the reference and outboard seismometers across narrow frequency bands. This is a useful data 
quality parameter for hammer impact data. 
        
*2 yx yx
xy
xx yy
G G
G G
    
   (3.8) 
For swept-sine data, where discrete frequencies are used to compute phase rather than narrow 
frequency bands, the frequency response function, FRF, is a complex measure of the data quality of 
the output (outboard) seismometer, and is sometimes called the transfer function: 
    
yx
xx
G
FRF
G
   (3.9) 
where x is the input (reference) signal, and y is the response (output) signal. The FRF is a two-sided 
complex parameter. To convert to the frequency response gain (magnitude) that is used to evaluate 
the amplitude of the output response to the input stimulus, a rectangular-to-polar coordinate 
conversion is used. 
3.4.1 Adjustments for Missing 1st Wrapped Phase 
At some sensor separations the field data have a poorly formed 1st phase such that the first clear 
wrapped phase crossing occurs not at 180° but at 540°. For these dispersion data files, a simple 
reprocessing was done to add one phase jump (360°, 2) to the dispersion curves preceding the 540° 
jump to adjust the file to the correct wrapped phase number. This adjustment corrects the wavelength 
calculation as follows: 
   2 2corrected d      (3.10) 
With the wavelength adjusted, the velocity, rV , decreases by 
 2 2rV f d      (3.11) 
The effect of correcting the phase wrap and reducing the calculated wavelength is to reduce the 
depth of influence of the adjusted dispersion curve. 
3.5 INVERSION OF THE VS PROFILE 
The relation between Rayleigh wave (VR), shear wave (VS), and compression wave (VP) velocities 
can be formulated through Navier's equations for dynamic equilibrium. On the surface of the ground, 
and in the case of plane strain, the following characteristic equation applies: 
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   
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 (3.12) 
where v  is Poisson’s ratio and 
 
1 2
2 1
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V v
V v
      
 (3.13) 
For reasonable values of Poisson’s ratio for earth materials, which are between 0.30 and 0.49, 
Viktorov [1967] shows that the shear-wave velocity ranges between 105115% of the measured 
Rayleigh wave velocity. 
0.87 1.12
1
R
S
V vK
V v
    (3.14) 
such that across the range 0.2<<0.49, the range of K is 0.87<K<0.96. 
The inversion method seeks to infer an acceptable best-fit model of seismic shear-wave 
velocity, VS, of the ground given the measured dispersive characteristics of Rayleigh waves observed 
in the frequency domain, and the estimated profile of Poisson’s ratio and material density. The 
inversion attempts to build a model from observations as opposed to the normal prediction of 
behavior based upon a model. If the inversion model is simple and linear, it will result in a unique 
and stable solution. French mathematician Hadamard defined mathematical problems that have 
solutions that exist, are unique, and are stable as “well-posed” [Zhdanov 2002]. However, surface 
wave inversion is an “ill-posed” inverse problem as the solutions are not unique; therefore, the 
solutions may become unstable, and multiple shear way velocity profiles can result in approximately 
the same dispersion curve [Zhdanov 2002]. 
The dispersive characteristic of Rayleigh wave propagation allows us to infer the VS at depth 
based on measurements at the free surface. The inversion problem computes the Rayleigh wave 
phase velocity (VR) from laterally constant layers of an infinite half space. For each of these layers 
the shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, and thickness are unknown. Displacements for a 
vertically acting harmonic point load can be computed in the far field if we neglect body wave 
components, thus: 
     [ , , ], , , , i t r zzu r z F G r z e           (3.15) 
where  stands for the generic component either vertical or radial,  , ,G     is the Rayleigh 
geometrical spreading function, and  , ,     is the composite phase function [Lai and Rix 
1998]. 
Regularization methods have been developed for solving the ill-posed inversion problem, 
e.g., the velocity profiles computed here. The Levenberg-Marquardt method, also called damped 
least squares, is one example of a regularization method. These and other techniques, such as 
artificial neural networks and genetic algorithms, are discussed by Santamarina and Fratta [1998]. 
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One drawback of these stochastic methods is that they often require many more iterations, and so 
they are much more computationally intensive. 
The parameters of the inversion problem can be chosen such that the difference between the 
observational dispersion data and the output of the inversion problem are minimized. Such a 
constraint is insufficient for ill-posed problems because many solutions can fit the data equally well, 
and some of these solutions will be physically unrealistic. The most common approach is to 
constrain the inversion solution space by selecting the smoothest solution from a suite of solutions 
that all exhibit a sufficient goodness-of-fit to the observed data, as indicated by a root mean square 
(RMS) error minimum. 
An empirical approach serves as a counterpoint to the inversion methods used in this report. 
Pelekis and Athanosopoulos [2011] advanced the work of Satoh et al. [1991] in a technique termed 
the simplified inversion method (SIM) that computes the shear-wave velocity profile as a function of 
the incremental slope of the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve where: 
1 1, 1
1.1 Rn n Rn nSn normal dispersion
n n
V D V DV
D D
 

    (3.16) 
1, 1 1
1.1 n nSn inverted dispersion
n Rn n Rn
D DV
D V D V

 
    (3.17) 
The dispersion curve VR plotted against R is converted into an apparent velocity  RV  and 
depth (z) by converting R  to an estimated depth of 0.635eq R R Rz a     . The parameter aR is a 
penetration depth coefficient optimized to achieve a minimum weighted average difference between 
the simplified velocity profile and that computed through the more advanced inversion of Pelekis 
and Athanosopoulos [2011]. The apparent phase velocity, RV , is approximated as the velocity at 
each segment node (layer interface) of a multi-linear curve fit to the dispersion curve. A positive 
slope of a segment indicates normal dispersion; a negative slope indicates inverted dispersion. The 
value of VS for each individual layer is calculated using the equations above for the cases of normal 
dispersion or inverted dispersion, respectively. The approach of Pelekis and Athanosopoulos [2011] 
improves on the Satoh et al. [1991] method notably by optimizing the penetration depth coefficient 
aR. 
3.6 RESULTS 
We provide two profile solutions at each site (Inversion and SIM model). We varied the assumptions 
about the layer thicknesses and the threshold RMS error that determines if the inversion has 
converged to best characterize the site. The decision is subjective as to whether or not the more 
complex model is warranted by the fit of the theoretical dispersion curve (TDC) to the empirical 
dispersion curve (EDC). Table 3.1 summarizes results and provides the SASW site ID, the site 
description, the date of data collection, the latitude and longitude of the SASW test site, and the 
VS,30. Section 3.7 includes plots of the model profiles and the EDC and TDC’s for each site. Section 
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3.7 also includes the site photos and a vicinity map for each site. Where possible we have indicated 
the location of the strong-motion station in the site photographs and vicinity maps to assess the 
distance between the SASW survey and the strong-motion station. The NEHRP classification is used 
to average the site conditions in the upper-30 m of ground (VS,30 from the IBC [ICC 2002]). Equation 
(3.18) is used to compute this average velocity based on the unit layer thickness (di) and the 
corresponding interval-velocity (VSi). 
1
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i
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d
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
 (3.18) 
These site categories are used to assign design spectra in the evaluation of performance for new and 
built structures. 
A statistical analysis of the shear-wave velocity of the upper 30 m was computed by 
determining the average coefficient of variation (COVDIS) of the dispersion curve from the group 
phase velocity, and the average coefficient of variation (COVINV) of shear-wave velocity profiles 
computed in the inversions that satisfied the minimum acceptable inversion model variance. 
The mean values of the group dispersion curves were calculated by binning the dispersion 
curve values in terms of wavelength (e.g., in 1-m bins), or frequency (e.g., 1-Hz bins), and then 
averaging the values within each bin. The coefficient of variation was calculated by dividing the 
binned-standard deviation of the velocity values by the binned-mean values. The mean and standard 
deviation of the shear-wave velocity layers of the inversion were calculated by averaging the layer 
values for the suite of profiles that satisfy the lowest possible root-mean square error separating the 
theoretical inversion-based and empirical field-dispersion curves. 
For both the dispersion curve and the inversion-based coefficients of variation, the average 
COV was determined for the profiles. The overall model coefficient of variation was computed as 
the root-mean-square of the dispersion COV and the inversion COV [Equation (3.19)]. 
2 2
MODEL DIS INVCOV COV COV   (3.19) 
For deep, stiff soil sites the combined dispersion and inversion COV was typically less than 0.07, 
reflecting the remarkably good dispersion datasets and the gentle monotonic increasing nature of the 
velocity profiles. For sites situated on rock, the combined COV ranges from 0.120.23, reflecting 
greater variance in the field dispersion data and the inverted profiles. 
3.7 SITE DATA 
The following section presents the individual site location photographs, location map, field and 
computed velocity data, dispersion curves, and inversion profiles. Vs values for 30 m and the 
maximum profile depth are presented for the three inversion methods as well as the coefficient of 
variation of these parameters. 
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Figure 3.2 Station Z14A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 994-Z14A located (33.3601, -112.94490) on South 415th Av., 8 km 
SW of the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station, Arizona. The test site 
is located about 200 m S-SE of the US Array seismometer location 
(33.36275, -112.94577). (A) View towards the west from the shaker 
trailer; (B) Another view to the west along the seismometer array; (C) 
View to the east to the shaker trailer; (D) Another view to the east; (E) 
satellite view of the local site, yellow bar is seismometer array; and (F) 
site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 994 Z14A PV NPP
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 523.9  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 508.1  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 489.5  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 108
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 522.0  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 688.6  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 749.4  (m/s)
Average COV 0.025
Location Z14A  Palo Verde NPS
Station Z14A
City, State PVNPS area
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.36091
LON (E) -112.94491
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 10/29/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.3 Station 115A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 995-115A located (lat 32.70885, long -112.23207) adjacent to Vekol 
Valley Road in the Sonoran Desert National Monument, 15 km south of 
Interstate 8, Arizona. The test site is about 1 km N-NW of the location of 
the US Array seismometer (lat. 32.7006, long. -112.2279). (A) view 
looking eastward to the shaker trailer; (B) view westward along the 
seismometer array; (C) another view eastward to the shaker trailer; (D) 
sign on Vekol Valley Road near Interstate 8; (E) satellite view of the 
local site, yellow bar is seismometer array; and (F) site location in 
Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 995 115A Sonora Natl Mon
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 459.6  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 443.0  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 424.3  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 99
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 528.8  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 541.3  (m/s)
Vsmax Inverse.m 473.5  (m/s)
Disp. COV 0.027
Inv. COV 0.019
Combined COV 0.033
Location 115A Sonora Nat'l Monument
Station 115A
City, State
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 32.7006
LON (E) -112.2279
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 10/30/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.4 Station 114A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 996-114A located (lat 32.82366, long -112.91518) on the U.S. Air 
Force Barry M. Goldwater Gunnery Range, Arizona. The test site is 
located 8.7 km N-NW of the US Array seismometer installation 
(32.75134, -112.88303). (A) view northward to the shaker trailer, the 
seismometer array extends to the left; (B) View to the SE across the 
seismometer array; (C) View SW to the shaker trailer; (D) another view 
to the SE to the shaker trailer; (E) satellite view of the local site, yellow 
bar is seismometer array; and (F) site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 996 7km from 114A  AFB
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 572.9  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 599.5  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 54
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 788.8  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 830.9  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m  (m/s)
Average COV
Location 996114 114A  AFB
Station 7km from 114A  AFB
City, State Gila Bend Bombing Range
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 32.75134
LON (E) -112.88303
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 10/30/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.5 Station Y16A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface wave test 
site 997-Y16A located (lat 33.87971, long -111.47787) near N. Beeline 
Highway, about 1.7 km from Highway 87 and about 70 km NE of 
Phoenix, Arizona. (A) view to the west to the shaker trailer; (B) view to 
the east to the shaker trailer; (C) view west along the seismometer 
array; (D) view to the east from the shaker trailer; (E) satellite view of 
the local site, yellow bar is seismometer array, the yellow star is the US 
Array seismometer location, Beeline Highway is at the upper right; and 
(F) site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 997 Y16A Beeline Rd.
NEHRP CLASS: B
Vs30 Auto INV. 1028.3  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 988.1  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 970.9  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 40
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 1101.9  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 1070.7  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 1023.0  (m/s)
Disp. COV 0.072
Inv. COV 0.109
Combined COV 0.131
Location 997 Y16A Beeline Rd
Station Y16A  Beeline Road
City, State Sonoran Desert N.M.
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.87971
LON (E) -111.47787
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 10/31/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.6 Station Y15A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 998-Y15A located (lat 33.95265, long -112.33428 W) on N. Castle Hot 
Springs Road, NW of Lake Pleasant, Arizona. (A) view to the SW to the 
shaker trailer; (B) another view to the SW along the seismometer array; 
(C) view NE on the seismometer array; (D) US Array seismometer; (E) 
satellite view of the local site, yellow bar is seismometer array, the 
yellow star is the US Array seismometer location; and (F) site location 
in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 998 Y15A Lake Pleasant
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 565.5  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 545.1  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 533.9  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 40
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 582.8  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 569.6  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 519.7  (m/s)
Average COV 0.029
Location Y15A Lake Pleasant
Station 998 Y15A Lake Pleasant
City, State 0
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.95265
LON (E) -112.33428
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 10/31/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.7 Station Z15A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 999-Z15A located (lat 33.2893, long -112.1581) in District 6 
(Komatke), Gila River Indian Community, Arizona. (A) view looking 
westward to the seismometer array location (dashed yellow line); (B) 
view west to the shaker trailer parked on S. Health Care Drive; (C) view 
NE to the shaker trailer; (D) view SW to the shaker trailer; (E) satellite 
view of the local site, yellow bar is seismometer array, the yellow star is 
the location of the US Array seismometer; and (F) site location in 
Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 999 Z15A Komtake
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 406.6  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 397.7  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 372.8  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 39
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 434.2  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 431.3  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 436.7  (m/s)
Disp. COV 0.035
Inv. COV 0.042
Combined COV 0.055
Location  Z15A Komtake and Gila Fire Station 
Station 999 Z15A Komtake
City, State Gila River Indian Community
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.2893
LON (E) -112.1581
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 11/1/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.8 Station 113A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 1000AZ-113A located (lat 32.76984, long -113.76493) 76 km east of 
Yuma, Arizona. (A) view to the SW to the shaker trailer; (B) view 
westward to the seismometer array; (C) view NE to the shaker trailer; 
(D) view NW to the seismometer array; (E) satellite view of the local site, 
yellow bar is seismometer array, the yellow star is the location of the 
US Array seismometer; and (F) site location in Arizona. 
Site ID 1000AZ 113a
NEHRP CLASS: B
Vs30 Auto INV. 1237.4  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 1231.7  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 38
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 1598.5  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 1385.1  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m  (m/s)
Average COV
Location 113A
Station 1000AZ
City, State Yuma
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 32.7683
LON (E) -113.7667
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 12/3/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.9 Station Y14A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 1001AZ-Y14A located (lat 33.93792, long -113.00282) 25 km west of 
Wickenburg, Arizona. (A) view to the SE to the shaker trailer; (B) view 
west to the seismometer array; (C) view east to the shaker trailer; (D) 
view NE to the US Array seismometer location; (E) satellite view of the 
local site, yellow bar is seismometer array, yellow star is the US Array 
seismometer location; and (F) site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 1001AZ 
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 520.4  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 525.5  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 472.6  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 50
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 575.7  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 586.1  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 572.2  (m/s)
Average COV 0.021
Location Y14A  Stigler ranch
Station 1001AZ
City, State Stigler Ranch, Forepaugh, AZ
Description ARIZONA TEMPLATE
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.9383
LON (E) -113.0048
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 12/3/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.10 Station Y13A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 1002-Y13A-2 located (lat 33.8176, long -113.82913), 20 km W-NW of 
Salome, Arizona. (A) view northward to the shaker trailer; (B) view to 
the east to the seismometer array; (C) view west to the shaker trailer, 
100 m from the trailer; (D) view to the south from the shaker trailer; (E) 
satellite view of the local site, yellow bar is seismometer array, the 
yellow star is the former location of the US Array seismometer; and (F) 
site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 1002AZ
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 559.9  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 558.7  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 532.0  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 50
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 610.6  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 607.7  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 639.8  (m/s)
Average COV 0.021
Location Y13A-2 Plog Ranch
Station 1002AZ Y13A-2 Plog Ranch
City, State 0
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.8176
LON (E) -113.82913
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 12/2/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.11 Station 114A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 1003AZ-114A located (lat 32.75137, long -112.88342) on the Barry M 
Goldwater Gunnery Range (BMGR East), Range 4, 26 km SW of Gila 
Bend, Arizona. (A) view towards the east from the shakers to the trend 
of the seismometer array; (B) view northward to the shaker trailer; (C) 
view NE across the seismometer array; (D) another view to the north 
near the shaker trailer; (E) satellite view of the local site, yellow bar is 
seismometer array, the yellow star is the location of the US Array 
seismometer; and (F) site location in Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 114A
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 398.3  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 403.9  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 379.6  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 50
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 423.9  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 445.1  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 438.2  (m/s)
Average COV 0.024
Location 114A Gila Bend Aux. A.R., Gate 6
Station 10003AZ  Gila Bend Aux. A.R., Gate 6
City, State S. Gila Bend A.F. Station
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 32.75137
LON (E) -112.88342
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected December 2, 2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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Figure 3.12 Station Z13A: (a) shear-wave velocity profile and (b) surface-wave test 
site 1004AZ-Z13A located (lat 33.20064, long -113.6506) 90 km NW of 
Gila Bend, Arizona. The test site is located about 600 m E-NE of the US 
Array seismometer location. (A) view eastward from the shaker trailer 
to the seismometer array; (B) view eastward to the shaker trailer; (C) 
view NE to the shaker trailer; (D) view to the NW; (E) satellite view of the 
local site, yellow bar is seismometer array; and (F) Site location in 
Arizona. 
Arizona Site Response
Site ID 1004AZ Z13a
NEHRP CLASS: C
Vs30 Auto INV. 689.4  (m/s)  
Vs30 manual Inv 669.7  (m/s)
Vs30 Inverse.m 651.6  (m/s)
ZMAX (m) 50
Vs-MAX Auto INV. 777.7  (m/s)      
Vs-MAX manual Inv 763.0  (m/s)
Vs-30 Inverse.m 739.7  (m/s)
Average COV 0.019
Location Z13A
Station 1004AZ
City, State
Description Arizona Site Response
POSITION
LAT (S) 33.19999
LON (E) -113.6568
Data Type SWEPT-SINE SASW
Investigators Kayen
Date collected 12/3/2013
TEST METHODS 2 PARALLEL-ARRAY SOURCES;
HARMONIC WAVE-SASW
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4 Kappa (κ) Measurements at Sites in Arizona 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
The parameter kappa ( ) models the empirical observation of energy dissipation occurring in the 
top 12 km of the crust [Anderson and Hough 1984]. The damping in the top part of the crust 
appears to be frequency independent (hysteretic), occurs at low strains, and is the principal site or 
path property controlling the limitation of high-frequency (> 5 Hz) strong ground motion at close in 
(≤ 50 km) sites. As a result, its value or range of values is important in characterizing strong ground 
motions for engineering design, particularly in regions of sparse seismicity like Arizona. 
Additionally, because it is generally independent of the level of motion at rock or very stiff sites, 
small local or regional earthquakes may be used to estimate its value or range in values. For the 
Arizona sites (Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1), the estimation of the damping in the profiles is important to 
assessing appropriate levels of high-frequency design motions. 
Acceleration time series from the Arizona dataset described in Chapter 2 were used to 
estimate   in the region using three different methods. Following the nomenclature proposed by 
Ktenidou et al. [2014], these approaches include the acceleration spectrum approach  _AS , the 
displacement spectrum approach  _DS , and the broadband approach  _BB . The primary 
references for these approaches are Anderson and Hough [1984], Biasi and Smith [2001], EPRI 
[1993], and Schneider et al [1993], as well as Silva et al. [1997]. Table 4.1 outlines the approaches 
based on certain common features, such as the principle behind the approach and the frequency 
range over which   is estimated. 
We make a clear distinction between r  and 0 . The aim here is to estimate 0 , the zero-
distance, site-specific attenuation factor. Some of the approaches to measure  , such as AS and DS, 
generally start with individual measurements of r  (i.e., observations on individual spectra at 
distance “r”), which must then be combined, interpreted, and extrapolated to zero distance to obtain 
an estimate of 0  for the site. Others, such as BB, yield directly the 0  (i.e., the site-specific, zero-
distance   derived from many observations), after having corrected for path attenuation and near-
surface amplification. There are different ways of extrapolating r  values to zero distance (i.e., 
correcting for the path contribution); these are discussed in the Section 4.4. 
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Table 4.1 Approaches used for estimating κ (adapted from Ktenidou et al. [2014]). 
Notation Principle Main references Measurement / computation  
Frequency 
range 
_AS  
High-frequency 
decay of the S-
wave Fourier 
spectrum 
Anderson and Hough 
[1984], Hough and 
Anderson [1988] 
Direct measurement on the S-
wave Fourier acceleration 
spectrum above cf , where it 
is theoretically flat 
High (above cf ) 
_DS  
Small 
magnitudes 
(strong trade-
off with source)  
Biasi and Smith [2001] 
Direct measurement on low-
frequency part of the Fourier 
displacement spectrum 
(much below cf ) where it is 
theoretically flat 
Below cf  
_BB  
Inversion of 
the entire 
frequency 
band of the 
spectrum  
Anderson and 
Humphrey [1991], 
Humphrey and 
Anderson [1992], EPRI 
[1993], Schneider et al. 
[1993], Silva et al. 
[1997], Edwards et al. 
[2011] 
Broadband inversion of the 
entire spectrum for source, 
path and site terms (usually 
for moment, cf  and 0 ) 
Entire band  
       cf : source corner frequency 
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS TO ESTIMATE ΚAPPA 
4.2.1 Method 1 
Following the classic definition of Anderson and Hough [1984], r  can be directly measured in log-
linear space on the high-frequency part of the Fourier acceleration spectrum of the S waves, between 
frequencies f1 and f2, where the decay is approximately linear. We will refer to this original 
definition as ASr_ . Since a component of horizontal wave propagation—affected by Q—is present 
in these measurements, an extrapolation to zero distance (assuming frequency-independent Q) will 
lead to the site-specific attenuation component, AS0_ . This approach can only be used for relatively 
large earthquake magnitudes, as f1 must exceed the source corner frequency ( cf ) to avoid any trade-
off with the source. We also correct the Fourier amplitude spectra for crustal amplification in order 
to avoid the site amplification from affecting   estimation (i.e., by distorting the shape of the 
spectrum). 
The main steps for applying this approach are outlined in Ktenidou et al. [2013]. The main 
considerations include:  
 using frequencies above cf , which is estimated from a range of stress drop 
values from 1 to 50 bars 
 using frequencies where the instrument response can be considered as flat (up 
to 15 Hz, the corner of the LP filter is at 16 Hz for stations in the TA) 
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 using frequencies within this range with an acceptable SNR (which is taken to 
be 3) 
 working with an adequate frequency band ( 2 1fD f f  ) (which is taken to 
be at least 7 Hz) 
 checking that   is not strongly biased by local site resonances in the FAS 
4.2.2 Method 2 
The traditional approach uses relatively large magnitude earthquakes in order to measure spectral 
decay above cf . Biasi and Smith [2001] proposed an approach that extends the method to very small 
magnitudes where ground motion data are more abundant. They proposed to measure r  directly on 
the Fourier displacement spectrum, using frequencies below the (rather above) cf , in contrast to 
using the Fourier acceleration spectrum and keeping above the (rather low) cf . Rather than 
measuring r  as the departure of the acceleration spectrum from a horizontal line (  = 0 sec, no 
attenuation), we use records from small earthquakes and measure r  as the departure of the 
displacement spectrum from a horizontal line (  = 0 sec, no attenuation) over potentially the same 
frequency range ( fD ). Again, we analyze Fourier amplitude spectra that have been corrected for 
crustal amplification. 
One advantage of this method is that the theoretical basis for treating the displacement 
spectrum at the source as flat below cf  is actually stronger than the basis for treating the 
acceleration spectrum as flat above cf , since the latter depends on the validity of the 2  
assumption. Let us denote individual r  values thus measured as DSr_ , and the extrapolated zero-
distance site parameter as DS0_  (this is also referred to as 0_mini ). 
4.2.3 Method 3 
An inversion process [Silva et al. 1997] was used to estimate   ( 0 ) in which the earthquake 
source, path, and site parameters were obtained by using a nonlinear least-squares fit to the Fourier 
amplitude spectra using the point-source model [Boore 1983; EPRI 1993]. The useable bandwidth 
for each amplitude spectrum was site and earthquake specific based on a visual examination of the 
pre-event FAS noise levels compared to the windowed shear-wave FAS and with the maximum 
frequency constrained by anti-alias filters of only 15 Hz. The inversion scheme treats multiple 
earthquakes and sites simultaneously with the common crustal path damping parameter Q(f). The 
parameter covariance matrix was examined to determine which parameters may be resolved for each 
dataset. Asymptotic standard errors were computed at the final iteration. The five parameters that 
may be determined from the data are   ( 0 ), Q0 (the value of Q for f equal to 1 Hz), and η 
(frequency-dependent path Q model), M, and corner frequency (stress drop). The procedure uses the 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [Press et al. 1986] with the inclusion of the second derivative. 
Crustal profile amplification was accommodated in the inversion scheme by incorporating the 
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appropriate rock or soil transfer functions (shear-wave velocity from source depth to the surface) in 
estimating the point-source surface spectra. 
To reduce the potential for non-uniqueness inherent in inversion results, a suite of starting 
models was employed. The final set of parameters was selected based upon a visual inspection of the 
model fit to the Fourier amplitude spectrum, the  -square values, and the parameter covariance 
matrix. The stress drop was calculated from the moment and corner frequency using the relation 
1 3
08.44c
f
M
     
 (4.1) 
The inversions were done on log amplitude spectra (vector average of the two horizontal 
components), as strong ground motion data appear to be log normally distributed. This is consistent 
with the model being represented as a product (rather than sum) of models [EPRI 1993]. A feature of 
the inversion scheme is the flexibility to distinguish between sites, for which   is determined, and 
stations for which recordings are available. As a result, several stations may share a common site or 
 estimate. For the inversions, due to the narrow bandwidth and limited distance range (about 9 km 
to 300 km, see Table 4.4) Q(f) was fixed at 200(f)0.68 (Erickson et al. [2004] for the Basin and Range 
Province). The assumed Q(f) is comparable with the models of Beck et al. [2013], Phillips et al. 
[2013], and Pasyanos [2013]. For the transfer functions, amplification (FAS) from the source region 
(nominal depth of about 10 km, see Table 4.3) to the surface, two profiles were used: one 
representing stiff soil and one representing firm rock with shallow portions (top 100 ft to about 350 
ft, see Figure 4.14) based on recent SASW measurements (Chapter 3). Figure 4.14 shows the SASW 
shear-wave velocity profiles and corresponding VS,30 estimates for the sites surveyed. 
As Figure 4.14 illustrates, at depths below about 20 ft, the profiles tend to cluster into two 
groups or classes, which were characterized as stiff soil (VS,30 ≤ 670 m/sec) and firm rock (VS,30 > 670 
m/sec) irrespective of material description. Class-specific amplification factors were developed by 
selecting representation profiles: Z14A for stiff soil and 113A for firm rock (solid lines in Figure 
4.14, respectively). The two class specific profiles were extrapolated to source depths at a shear-
wave velocity of 3.5 km/sec using a generic WNA profile (760 m/sec, Kamai et al. [2014]) and 
shown in Figure 4.15. For sites without SASW or other shear-wave velocity measurements, an 
appropriate profile was chosen based on the inferred VS,30 from the Geomatrix 3rd letter. Stations 
W13A and Y12C were assigned Geomatrix “A” site category with a proxy based VS,30 estimate of 
630 m/sec [Ancheta et al. 2013] and Station X13A was assigned “Geomatrix B with a proxy VS,30 
estimate of 425 m/sec with all three sites considered reflective of stiff soil amplification. The case-
specific transfer functions or amplification factors are illustrated in Figure 4.16 along with unity, 
which was used in the sensitivity analyses to estimate epistemic uncertainty in   (Section 4.4.5). 
Care was taken in the analysis to consider the subset of small magnitude (M < 2) earthquakes 
based on a similar analysis of   at a site in Washington [Silva and Darragh 2014]. In this study, the 
best solution (minimum chi-square) resulted in corner frequencies below 15 Hz and very low stress 
drops (< 1 bar); however, another more consistent solution existed fixing corner frequencies beyond 
15 Hz with stress drops not resolvable with the 15 Hz high-frequency limit. Similarly, for the small 
Arizona events the corner frequencies for M < 1.6 were also fixed beyond 15 Hz with the high-
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frequency limit retained at 15 Hz. Note for the point-source model with a corner frequency beyond 
15 Hz, the corner frequency will have little effect for frequencies below about 15 Hz. 
4.3 ARIZONA DATASET 
The Arizona data from the TA deployment [US Array 2003] and CIT\SCSN arrays are shown in 
Figure 4.1. Magnitudes range from 1.2 to 3.4. Hypocentral distances range from about 10 to greater 
than 300 km. Recordings that sampled various near-surface crustal structures were windowed to 
include both shear-wave and pre-event noise samples. Fourier amplitude spectra were provided for 
the sites listed in Table 2.1 from 11 earthquakes recorded in 2008 with epicenters in Arizona [Figure 
2.2 and Table 2.2]. All of the recordings reflect broadband velocity instruments with sampling at 40 
SPS and a corresponding high-frequency limit of about 15 Hz. The narrow bandwidth for the TA 
broadband data (15 Hz) severely limits the resolving power for   resulting in some ambiguity 
(uncertainty) in the current analyses. 
Κappa estimates were made for selected sites and earthquakes in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. This 
analysis dataset consists of the 11 earthquakes recorded at 14 sites (Table 4.3). Tables 4.3 and 4.4 
show the range of magnitude, hypocentral depth, and distance, as well as their distributions between 
the recordings stations. These data have been discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 
4.4 RESULTS 
4.4.1 Method 1 
The uncertainty in the stress drop for these small-magnitude events led us to consider a range of 
possible stress drops between two limiting values: (1) a typical (upper bound) value for the large 
magnitude earthquakes in WNA equal to 50 bars [W. Silva, personal communication, 2013]; and (2) 
a value of 1 bar (lower bound), which is the mean value found for small events in Phillips et al. 
[2013], which also used data from the TA array. The possible source cf  values derived based on 
these two stress drop values are shown in Figure 4.2. The uncertainty in the cf  values is large, 
especially for low magnitudes. Moreover, the usable bandwidth of the data is very small and also 
limited by the 16 Hz anti-alias corner frequency for these data. The conflicting frequency 
requirements from this combination of magnitude and bandwidth rendered this study particularly 
difficult. Hence we decided to use only the largest magnitude events (M3.1 and M3.4, red in Figure 
4.1) when applying the AS method and only the smallest magnitudes (M1.2 and M1.5, blue in Figure 
4.1) when applying the DS method, so that we can be fairly certain of working above and below the 
cf , respectively. We do not use the intermediate-magnitude Arizona events (1.9<M<2.6) because 
the range of possible cf  values spans the entire usable frequency range of these data. 
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Figure 4.1 The magnitude and distance range of the Arizona records chosen for   
estimation using the AS and DS approaches. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 The range of possible source corner frequencies assuming stress 
drops of 1 and 50 bars. The box indicates the usable frequency range of 
the records based on noise level and LP filtering. 
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The stations and events considered for applying the AS approach are shown in Figure 4.3. 
The two epicenters are located about 200 km from the PVNGS. The nearest stations to the epicenters 
(NEE2, Y12C, X13A, and W13A) are not among the 9 sites lying directly around the PVNGS. Due 
to the scarcity of data (without these sites there are no data at epicentral distances less than 100 km), 
all FAS were divided by the smoothed case-specific transfer functions shown in Figure 4.16 to 
correct for crustal amplification,. Site 113A is considered a rock site (as is site Y16A, which is not 
analyzed with Method 1). Due to the small magnitudes recorded at this site, Method 2 is appropriate, 
and all others sites are considered stiff soil. More details about the estimation of these transfer 
functions are given in Section 4.4.4. 
We considered both possibilities of low and high stress drop (the spectral shapes can be 
interpreted either as a combination of high stress drop and high attenuation or low stress drop and 
low attenuation). After visual inspection of the spectral shapes, we consider the high stress drop 
possibility as more probable. The shape can be interpreted as having either a low (~2 Hz) or high (~8 
Hz) corner frequency, though the former interpretation cannot be made at all sites (e.g., Figure 4.4). 
Figure 4.5 shows the results if the AS approach is applied, assuming both interpretations; the low 
stress drop assumption leads to low r  values, including one value less than zero. 
 
Figure 4.3 The stations and events used for the AS approach. 
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Consequently, we choose the frequency range between 916 Hz as lying most likely above 
the source corner frequency. (We use the data up to 16 Hz despite the 3 dB amplitude drop at that 
frequency in order to maximize the usable bandwidth to 7 Hz). We measure ASr_  in that range in 
two ways: on each individual acceleration spectrum (1 or 2 events and 2 horizontal components per 
station) and on a single spectrum computed by logarithmically stacking the individual spectrum at 
each station. Figure 4.6 shows the resulting ASr_ values versus epicentral distance. All of the 
individual values (circles) along with the value from the stacked spectra (cross) are shown for each 
station. On the same figure we note the station name and VS,30 value in parenthesis (blue indicates 
the 9 stations around the PVNGS and red indicates the more distant stations; an asterisk indicates 
VS,30 values were not measured but were determined from the assigned Geomatrix 3rd classification 
and VS,30 proxy. We included results from spectral stacking to provide more robust   estimates since 
it improves the SNR and should still capture the overall trend of the spectral decay. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 An example of the acceleration spectra at two sites (113A and W13A) 
and the possible corner frequency interpretations for low (red) and high 
(blue) stress-drop assumptions; also shown are the possible r  
slopes. The low-stress drop corner may not be discernible. 
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Figure 4.5 Results of the AS approach ( r  versus distance) for low and high 
stress drop assumptions. 
Despite the smoothing provided by the stacking, the scatter in the results remains large. 
There may be several reasons for the scatter: (1) foremost is the limited bandwidth of the data at high 
frequencies; (2) the estimates of   are sensitive to the choice of window (Although this limitation 
may be overcome by using multiple moving windows or one very wide frequency window, such an 
approach is not possible with these data due to the narrow bandwidth available of only about 7 Hz [J. 
Anderson, personal communication 2013].); and (3) it may be due to the different site conditions. 
Nearly all the sites (see Chapter 3) have VS,30 values around 500±50 m/sec, except for sites 113A 
and Y16A, which are the only stiff rock sites, with a VS,30 of 1232 and 1028 m/sec, respectively (in 
Method 1 no records from Y16A are included due to their small magnitude). The   measurements 
for 113A are much smaller than those from the stiff soil sites. Fourth, the measurement of   may be 
biased by high-frequency resonance at some of the sites. This may be the case for site Y15A, which 
plots above all sites in Figure 4.6. We computed horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios (HVSR), 
[Lermo and Chávez-García 1993] for S-wave and coda windows, and observed a broadband 
amplification between 710 Hz at Y15A. This resonance may bias ASr_ , leading to an 
overestimation [Parolai and Bindi 2005] since   is measured in the frequency range adjacent to this 
broadband amplification peak, which trends downwards as shown in Figure 4.7 (blue box). For site 
113A, however, the HVSR shape is flat over the entire frequency range; hence the low value we 
computed is probably not due to bias caused by resonance. 
Having accounted for the two largest outliers (sites 113A and Y15A), we focus the analysis 
on the remaining   estimates. Note that there is the possibility of a constant r  in the first 50 km 
from the source, as indicated by the data from W13A and X13A, as noted by Kilb et al. [2012] for 
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earthquakes in Southern California. The site-specific value of AS0_ —assuming this ‘hockey-stick’ 
dependence with distance—is about AS0_ = 0.017 sec, as shown in Figure 4.6 (dashed line). As is 
typical, we note an overall increase of ASr_  with epicentral distance. 
This increase with distance corresponds to an overall frequency-independent regional Q 
attenuation of about 900 in the frequency range studied, assuming a crustal S-wave velocity of 3.5 
km/sec (the range in Q is from 600 to1300, depending on whether we include data at all distances or 
only greater than 50 km, and whether we include the two aforementioned outliers or not). This range 
of Q values is shown in Figure 4.6 in green. Pasyanos [2013] found crustal Qs values around 
500600, between 610 Hz, for the area plotted in Figure 4.3 (southern Arizona belongs to the 
‘Basin and Range’ area of his study). Assuming that this Q(f) follows a power law and extrapolating 
to 16 Hz, it may reach a value of about 850. This range is shown in the figure in red. On the other 
hand, for the ‘Colorado Plateau’ area of his study, which includes northern Arizona, he found Q 
values between 20005000 (6000 when extrapolated to 16 Hz). For the same area, Phillips et al. 
[2013] found QLg in the range of 5001200, between 612 Hz (this range of Q values is shown in 
Figure 4.6 in blue). This study also shows that, in the area sampled by the rays passing from the 
earthquake epicenters to the stations, the Q structure is very complex, with significant lateral 
variations. This may be another reason behind the large scatter in the r  values with distance (i.e., 
each r  measurement may contain different path contributions). Beck et al. [2013] found an average 
Qc of 450 for the Basin and Range area between 610 Hz (including stations 113A and 114A), and 
400 further north in the transition zone (including Station W13A), although their ray coverage for 
those stations is poor. Erikson et al. [2004] computed power law formulas that yield QLg values 
around 8751300 for the Basin and Range area between 916 Hz (purple zone in Figure 4.6). Our 
estimated Q value generally falls within these estimates. 
Chapter 5 compares ground motions at the Arizona and California stations and no significant 
regional attenuation difference can be inferred between them. Assuming typical Q values for 
California [Q(f) = 150f0.6] (W. Silva, personal communication [2013]) in the frequency range we 
used (916 Hz), the expected Q is 560790 with a mean value of 680 (this range of Q values is 
shown in Figure 4.6 in brown). In the same frequency range, Erikson et al. [2004] found QLg 
between 500800. The California values are very similar to those given for southern Arizona by 
Pasyanos [2013]. Both Beck et al. [2013] and Erikson et al. [2004] make the case that Q in Arizona 
may be significantly lower than Q values from stable continental regions like CEUS and closer to 
values from California. The Q values inferred from our data points in Figure 4.6 are somewhat 
higher than those of California, but still relatively low compared to CEUS values. 
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(a) 
Figure 4.6(a) The measured ASr_ values versus epicentral distance for individual 
spectra (circles) and stacked spectra (crosses). Also shown are the 
possible models of κr with distance corresponding to AS0_  = 17 m/sec 
(dashed line) and Q = 6001300 (green range, with a mean of around 
900) based on the values from the Arizona records. The names of the 
stations are accompanied by Vs30 values (blue for nearby and red for distant stations from the PVNGS; asterisk means inferred value). 
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(b) 
Figure 4.6(b) Comparison of our mean Q of 900 with Q models from literature. Blue 
range: Arizona QLg values of Phillips et al. [2013] for 612 Hz. Red 
range: southern Arizona Qs values from Pasyanos [2013] for 916 Hz. 
Brown range: typical California Q values for 916 Hz. Purple range: 
Erikson et al. [2004] QLg values for the Basin and Range between 916 Hz. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.7 The mean HVSR over all events recorded at site Y15A (a) and 113A (b). 
The mean is computed using S-wave windows (mean over 8 and 11 
events) and coda windows (mean over 7 and 10 events), for both 
horizontal components. The blue box indicates the frequency range 
used to compute AS_  and the red one the range used to compute 
DS_ . 
4.4.2 Method 2 
The stations and events considered for applying the DS approach are shown in Figure 4.8. The 
epicenters are located in the vicinity of the PVNGS (<50 km), and all stations are within 120 km of 
the sources, except Y16A, which lies at 160 km. We again consider the two possible combinations to 
interpret the spectral shapes: low stress drop and low attenuation (which would mean a low cf , 
which would in turn allow use of the AS approach), versus high stress drop and high attenuation 
(which would mean a high cf  and require use of the DS approach). After inspection of the spectral 
shapes (in Figure 4.9 the acceleration spectrum continues to increase above 5 Hz) and the estimated 
  values (in Figure 4.10 all ASr _  values are negative), we consider the corner frequency to lie 
most likely above the usable bandwidth for these small magnitude earthquakes (M<2). Hence we 
prefer to apply the DS approach in the usable frequency range between 416 Hz. 
We compute the displacement FAS by multiplying the acceleration FAS by 2  where   is 
the angular frequency  2 f  . We measure DSr _  in two ways: first, we stack the displacement 
spectrum for all events and horizontal components (i.e., 12 spectra per site for sites that recorded all 
6 events) and compute DSr _  on each one. We also stack different sites together based on epicentral 
distance in four groups (0 to 40 km, 40 to 80 km, 80 to 120 km, and 120 to 160 km; see Figure 4.11) 
and measure DSr _  on each of the four groups of sites. Stacking improves the SNR given the low 
magnitudes of these events and provides a more robust estimate of DSr _ . The stacking is justified 
given the nearly collocated hypocenters of all 6 events and their similar magnitudes. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the resulting DSr _  values versus epicentral distance. For each station we 
show the value from the stacked spectrum over all the events and components per site (circle), and 
for each group of stations we show the value of the stacked spectra over those stations (cross). On 
the same figure we note each station and its VS,30 value in parenthesis. The inset sketch shows how 
the stations were grouped by distance. 
We do not observe a significant increase of DSr _  with epicentral distance out to about 80 
km; that is, we do not clearly see the path Q contribution to overall attenuation out to this distance. 
The average value is DS0_  = 0.050 sec. 
In contrast to the previous method, we do not observe a strong correlation of the measured 
values with VS,30. In the third group of sites (distances 80120 km), the firmest rock site, 113A (VS,30 
of 1232 m/sec), has a higher DSr _  value than any other site, which is contrary to our expectations. 
Furthermore, site Y16A has a very high DSr _  value even though it is the second firmest site in the 
dataset. At these large epicentral distances the complex regional Q attenuation may mask the effect 
of site attenuation ( ). The other outlier is site Y15A, with a very low measured DSr _  (near 0.015 
sec). Once again we attribute this outlier to possible bias from a site resonance. In Figure 4.7 (red 
box), the broadband resonance peak observed on the empirical HVSR ratios is between 710 Hz; 
therefore, it lies exactly in the middle of the frequency range where the   measurement is performed 
(416 Hz). Because the spectral decay is masked by the resonance peak, fitting a line through the 
peak yields a nearly horizontal line (  near zero). Based on this observation, we do not include the 
  value from this station in stacking the spectra or in deriving the final model. 
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Figure 4.8 The stations and events used for the DS approach. 
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Figure 4.9 An example at site 113A of the acceleration and displacement spectrum 
of an M1.5 event and the possible corner frequency interpretations for 
low (red) and high (blue) stress-drop assumptions. Also shown, the 
possible r  slopes; for the low-stress drop assumption they are 
positive. 
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Figure 4.10 Results of the AS and DS approach ( r  versus distance) for low (red) 
and high (blue) stress-drop assumptions. For the low stress-drop 
assumption, the   values are always negative. 
 
Figure 4.11 The measured DSr _  values versus epicentral distance for each station 
(circles) and for groups of stations (crosses). Out to 100 km the 
average DS0_ =0.050 sec. The names of the stations are accompanied 
by the Vs30 values. The inset shows how stations were grouped by distance. 
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Figure 4.12 shows all the measured r  values using both approaches, AS (black) and DS 
(red), and both stacking options (the individual values can be found in Table 4.2). The DS approach 
seems to yield an upper bound on   at all distances; out to 70 km the estimated   values are about 
three times higher than the corresponding   values measured with the AS approach. This 
observation is in agreement with previous findings (e.g., Biasi and Anderson [2007] and Kilb et al. 
[2012]), although those authors found that the two methods differed by a factor of 2. This 
discrepancy may be due to the distribution of Arizona earthquake magnitudes. The range of 
magnitudes from M 1.23.4 is exactly the range in which Kilb et al. [2012] consider   to be 
“somewhat ill defined.” We have used the κDS method on data from earthquakes with magnitude 1.2 
and 1.5, whereas the suggested range is below M 1. Similarly, we have used the AS  method on data 
from earthquakes with magnitude 3.1 and 3.4, whereas the suggested range of use is above M 3.5 or 
higher. 
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(a) 
Figure 4.12(a) All measured DSr_  (red) and ASr_  (black) values versus epicentral 
distance. The names of the stations are accompanied by the VS,30 values and the same color code (asterisk means inferred value). The final 
proposed model (thick dashed line) over all the sites studied has 0  = 
0.033 sec and Q = 900. The green range shows possible Q values from 
regressions on our data points from the Arizona records. 
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(b) 
 
Figure 4.12(b) Comparison with Q models from literature. Blue range: Arizona QLg 
values of Phillips et al. [2013] for 612 Hz. Red range: southern Arizona 
Qs values from Pasyanos [2013] for 916 Hz. Brown range: typical 
California Q values for 916 Hz. Purple range: Erikson et al. [2004] QLg 
values for the Basin and Range between 916 Hz.  
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4.4.3 Preferred Model from Methods 1 and 2, and Assessment of Uncertainty 
Combining all the results from Methods 1 and 2, we propose a ‘hockey-stick’ dependence of r  
with distance; r  may remain constant over the first 50100 km from the source (Figure 4.12). This 
will yield a value of 0  ranging from 1947 m/sec, depending on the hockey-stick distance selected. 
r  then increases with distance due to path attenuation at a slope that depends on the hockey-stick 
distance and whether or not we use the results from several outliers discussed earlier. The slope 
corresponds to a mean underlying crustal Q of 900 (shown in the figure in green), with a range from 
600 to 1300. Again the range in Q depends on the hockey-stick distance assumed and whether 
outliers are included or not. This range of Q values is somewhat higher than typical Californian Qs 
values (brown) and southern Arizona values by Pasyanos [2013] (red). Our range is near the lower 
bound of the QLg given by Phillips et al. [2013] (blue) and falls within the QLg values of Erikson et 
al. [2004], (purple). Our preferred model (thick dashed line) has 0  = 0.033±14 sec out to 70 km, at 
which point 0  increases with distance assuming a Q of 900±300. Figure 4.13 shows the residuals 
between the data and the final proposed model shown in Figure 4.12 versus distance and VS,30. The 
residuals are well centered, with the exception of site Y16A, which has an unusually high   value 
for a stiff rock site. 
This preferred   model averages over all stations, whose Vs30 values range from 4001232 
m/sec, but lie mostly between 450550 m/sec. The site investigation at Z14A (the closest station to 
the PVNGS) has a VS,30 of 508 m/sec (Chapter 3). Previous measurements at the PVNGS itself 
yielded a value of 350 m/sec [Walling, personal communication, 2012], which is lower than all other 
sites investigated in this study (the velocities measured at sites NEE2 and 114A are the lowest with 
VS,30 of 400 m/sec). In the DS approach, we observe no clear scaling of DS_  with VS,30; furthermore, 
the closest observation is from 114A at 25 km, which may be representative of the PVNGS in terms 
of distance and VS,30. Hence we consider that the value of DS0_  = 0.050 sec to be a reasonable upper 
limit for 0  for the surface conditions at the PVNGS. The lower limit of AS0_ = 0.017 sec for 
distances less than 50 km is controlled by sites W13A and X13A, with inferred VS,30 values of 425 
and 660 m/sec. For site NEE2 (which should be representative of the PVNGS in terms of measured 
Vs30, if not distance), the prediction of the preferred model lies near the measured value. 
We also checked the sensitivity of our results to the correction for crustal amplification. If we 
consider a unit transfer function (i.e., if we use the Fourier amplitude spectra without correcting 
them with site crustal amplification transfer function), then the   values estimated for both methods 
are lower. Out to 60 km, we find mean DS0_  = 0.034 sec and mean AS0_ = 0.011 sec, with an 
overall mean 0  = 0.021 sec (55% lower than our preferred 0  in this study). The Q model we find 
is almost the same as for the corrected data, i.e., around 900. For Methods 1 and 2 the change in the 
crustal amplification (Figure 4.16) strongly affects the   estimates. In Method 3, as discussed 
below, similar changes in crustal amplification affect primarily the moment magnitude, leaving   
essentially unaffected. 
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Finally, we attempt to interpret the scatter in the measured r  values by accounting for site 
conditions. Chapter 3 estimates Vs profiles for 10 of these stations. Based on those profiles, and 
assuming an empirical rule of thumb for Q (Q~0.10Vs m/sec according to K. Olsen [Personal 
communication, 2014], we estimate the amount of r  at each site due to the near-surface stiff soil 
layers. Hough and Anderson [1988] proposed that 0  could be integrated along the raypath in an 
analogy to *t  based on Q and Vs in the shallow crust layers, and under the conditions described by 
Anderson [1991]; this can be written as a sum over each layer: 
   * 0s spath
dr Ht
V z Q z V Q
    (4.2) 
For several sites where the SASW measurements penetrated bedrock (113A, 114A, Z13A, 
Z14A, and Y16A), the r  for the underlying rock should be equal to or lower than the total 
measured r  value at the site after this *t  quantity due to the stiff soil has been removed. However, 
*t  is less than 3 m/sec at these sites, and hence the large scatter in measured r  values cannot be 
explained by the differences in the Q (damping) of the near-surface materials. It is more likely that 
the band limitation of the data and the earthquake magnitudes (which may cause trade-offs with the 
source), the large distances (which cause trade-offs with path Q), and possible local resonance 
effects prevent us from achieving a more accurate estimate of  . 
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Figure 4.13 Residuals of all measured DSr_  (red) and ASr_  (black) values with 
respect to the final proposed model versus epicentral distance (top) 
and VS,30 (bottom). The largest outlier is site Y16A. 
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Table 4.2 Individual measured r  values using different approaches and stacking options. 
Site  r s  Method Site  r s  Method Site  r s  Method 
113A 0.057 AS_individual Y13A 0.028 AS_individual X13A 0.016 AS_stacked 
113A 0.090 AS_individual Y13A 0.015 AS_individual Y12C 0.060 AS_stacked 
113A 0.034 AS_individual Y13A 0.036 AS_individual Y13A 0.035 AS_stacked 
113A 0.036 AS_individual Y13A 0.065 AS_individual Y14A 0.039 AS_stacked 
115A 0.046 AS_individual Y14A 0.042 AS_individual Y15A 0.098 AS_stacked 
115A 0.006 AS_individual Y14A 0.107 AS_individual Z14A 0.090 AS_stacked 
115A 0.038 AS_individual Y14A 0.076 AS_individual 113A 0.088 DS_per_site 
115A 0.103 AS_individual Y14A 0.070 AS_individual 114A 0.051 DS_per_site 
W13A 0.068 AS_individual Y15A 0.071 AS_individual 115A 0.055 DS_per_site 
W13A 0.147 AS_individual Y15A -0.001 AS_individual Y14A 0.058 DS_per_site 
W13A 0.109 AS_individual Y15A 0.010 AS_individual Y15A 0.015 DS_per_site 
W13A 0.027 AS_individual Y15A 0.067 AS_individual Z13A 0.048 DS_per_site 
X13A 0.017 AS_individual Z14A 0.026 AS_individual Z14A 0.048 DS_per_site 
X13A 0.084 AS_individual Z14A 0.033 AS_individual Z15A 0.041 DS_per_site 
X13A 0.048 AS_individual Z14A 0.089 AS_individual Y16A 0.135 DS_per_site 
X13A 0.032 AS_individual Z14A 0.099 AS_individual 25-km radius 0.051 DS_per_R_bin 
Y12C 0.096 AS_individual 113A 0.076 AS_stacked 55-km radius 0.048 DS_per_R_bin 
Y12C 0.072 AS_individual 115A 0.080 AS_stacked 95-km radius 0.064 DS_per_R_bin 
Y12C 0.065 AS_individual NEE2 0.031 AS_stacked 160-km radius 0.135 DS_per_R_bin 
Y12C 0.100 AS_individual W13A 0.017 AS_stacked    
 
4.4.4 Method 3 
The broadband inversion model parameters include CR  (cutoff distance from 1/R to 1 R  
geometrical spreading), 0Q ,  ,   (bars), Brune point-source shear-wave velocity (  ) and density 
(  ), M, and crustal amplification (f). Inversion parameters typically consist of M, 0Q ,  , CR , and 
 . For datasets with an insufficient range in distances, strong parameter coupling necessitates fixing 
both 0Q  and  , and occasionally CR  (which was the case for the Arizona data). Initial parameters 
for the Arizona analyses with crustal amplification are listed in Table 4.5 and illustrated in Figure 
4.16. Broadband inversions were done for   ( cf ), M, and   for 14 sites (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4). 
Starting values for   and   were 5 bars and 0.04 sec, respectively. Magnitudes were given 
as summarized in Table 4.4 (from Table 2.2, Chapter 2). Initial inversions omitted the three 
earthquakes listed in Table 4.4 with very shallow hypocentral depths equal to 1 km, i.e., earthquakes 
1267, 1268, and 1269. Since the major contributions to   ( 0 ) are thought to occur through 
damping over the top 1 m to several km of the crust, it was considered that the very shallow depth (1 
km), if accurate, may bias the recordings by also including the effects of shallow crustal damping 
below the source depth. However the inversions omitting the three shallow earthquakes resulted in 
poor convergence due to the limited distance range combined with the limited bandwidth of the 
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remaining earthquakes and sites (about 50200 km, see Table 4.4). The three shallow earthquakes 
span the largest distance range from about 9 to 300 km, and their inclusion provided a significant 
reduction to the uncertainty in  . As previously mentioned, 0Q  and   were fixed at 200 and 0.68, 
respectively, based on the Erickson et al. [2004] Q(f) estimates, relative to a geometrical spreading 
of 1 R , for the Basin and Range province. Initial inversions for M,  ,  , and CR  both with and 
without the three shallow earthquakes consistently showed results for CR  of about 40 km, where it 
was held fixed for all subsequent inversions. 
Results of the inversions are listed in Table 4.5, which shows the 0Q  and   values, median 
  over the 14 sites, mean magnitude, and the mean/median ratio of the fit to the FAS, which reflects 
a “goodness of fit” measure. Stress drops were not listed as the narrow bandwidth precludes reliable 
estimates for M less than about M 2. The limited bandwidth and limited distance range for several 
sites also resulted in moderate coupling among   estimates between sites. As a result, the median 
estimate of   is considered significantly more reliable than estimates at individual sites. For 
example, site Z15A had only two recordings at hypocentral distances of about 70 and 250 km (Table 
4.4), site NEE2 had three recordings at about 70, 69, and 96 km, and site Y12C had three recordings 
each at about 150 km. 
To assess stability of the median   estimate, Table 4.5 shows the inversion results for a suite 
of Q(f) models as well as unity amplification (Figure 4.16) at all sites. As shown inn Table 4.5, 
Model 1 reflects the best estimate of the median   along with the mean M and mean/median ratio. 
In all cases the mean magnitude increased over the network magnitude values by about 10%, along 
with a considerable improvement in the overall fit, which is illustrated in Figures 4.174.38 for 
Model 1. 
Because the region of earthquakes and site locations in Arizona is in the far southern portion 
of the Basin and Range province, adjacent to Southern California (Figure 2.3), Model 2 examines the 
effect of the Erickson et al. [2004] Southern California Q(f) model on the inversions. The resulting 
median   shows only a very small change from 0.033 sec to 0.034 sec, with a slight increase in 
mean M and mean/median ratio. 
To examine the effect of a frequency-independent Q model implied in the Methods 1 and 2 
approaches (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2), Model 3 fixed 0Q  at 1000 and   at 0. The value of 1000 is 
close to the best estimate resulting from Methods 1 and 2. In this case the median   estimate 
decreased to about 0.024 sec, a significant reduction of about 40%. 
Finally, to assess the potential effect of amplification on the median   estimate, Model 4 
reflects results from an inversion with unity amplification (Figure 4.16). The resulting median   
estimate increased only slightly from 0.033 sec to 0.034 sec, with a significant increase in mean M 
to M 2.37, along with a poorer fit reflected in the increased mean/median ratio. 
Interestingly, the individual site   estimates show little dependence on site stiffness. The 
two stiffest (rock) sites (Table 4.4) have   estimates of 0.046 sec and 0.051 sec for sites 113A and 
Y16A, respectively (Table 4.5). These two sites had recordings at closest hypocentral distances of 
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about 100 km and 160 km for sites 113A and Y16A, respectively. As a result, the effects of Q(f) may 
have masked the effect of a   value , which may be much lower than the current median estimate. 
These results (Model 4) along with Model 2 results suggest the best estimate of the median 
  across all 14 sites (Table 4.4) is about 0.033 sec and is relatively stable, but contingent on a Q(f) 
model close to that of Erickson et al. [2004] for the region. 
 
Table 4.3 All Arizona events. 
Station name N M – M Range hypo dist (km) 
Range 
hypo depth (km) VS,30 (m/sec) 
113A 7 1.5 - 3.4 96 - 250 1 – 13 1,237 
114A 7 1.2 - 2.4 28 – 183 6 – 13 398 
115A 9 1.2 - 3.4 59 – 301 1 – 13 460 
NEE2 3 2.0 - 3.4 69 – 96 1 – 7 401 
W13A 5 2.0 - 3.4 9 – 101 1 – 7 660 
X13A 4 2.0 - 3.1 45 – 49 1 – 7 425 
Y12C 3 2.1 - 3.4 152 – 152 1 – 1 660 
Y13A 5 2.0 - 3.4 42 – 135 1 – 7 560 
Y14A 9 1.5 - 3.4 82 – 147 1 – 13 520 
Y15A 8 1.5 - 3.4 119 – 189 1 – 13 566 
Y16A 4 1.5 – 1.5 158-159 13 1,028 
Z13A 5 1.5 - 2.4 88 – 111 6 – 13 689 
Z14A 11 1.2 – 3.4 50 – 206 1 – 13 524 
Z15A 2 1.5 – 3.1 69 –251 1 – 13 407 
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Table 4.4 Arizona event summary. 
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Hypo 
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(km) 
Hypo 
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(km) 
Hypo 
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(km) 
Hypo 
Dist 
(km) 
Hypo 
Dist 
(km) 
 
1267 3.1 1 250.46  301.16 146.47 187.52  204.65 251.40  8.88 48.27 134.32 151.91   
1268 3.4 1 250.13  300.88 146.20 187.31  204.36  70.25 9.20  133.99 151.60   
1269 2.1 1    147.54 188.79  205.56  69.27 9.08 48.83 134.74 151.72   
1270 2.4 6 157.74 182.77 223.23 82.49 142.00 111.12 123.84  96.10 101.31 45.40 41.92    
1271 2.0 7    84.13 143.68 111.45 125.02   101.32 45.62 42.16    
1272 1.5 13 96.01 27.72 59.68 112.23   50.01       159.00  
1273 1.5 13 96.03 27.81 59.73 112.12 119.01 87.83 49.90       158.93  
1274 1.5 13 96.26 28.06 59.67 111.94 118.74 87.93 49.76 69.47      158.93  
1275 1.5 13 96.35 28.09 59.59 111.96 118.70 88.02 49.79       158.57  
1276 1.5 13  28.04 59.46    49.93         
1277 1.2 13  28.13 59.51    49.82         
Total 
Recordings 
  7 7 9 9 8 5 11 2 3 5 4 5 3 4 82 
*Geomatrix 3rd letter A proxy VS,30 estimate of 660m/sec 
**Geomatrix 3rd letter B proxy VS,30 estimate of 425m/sec  
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Table 4.5 Inversion results. 
 Q    (s)  M  Mean/median Amplification 
Starting Model* 200 0.68 0.040 1.97 1.56 rock/soil 
Model 1 200** 0.68** 0.033 2.14 1.13 rock/soil 
Model 2 152** 0.72** 0.034 2.17 1.16 rock/soil 
Model 3 1000** 0.00** 0.024 2.00 1.12 rock/soil 
Model 4 200** 0.68** 0.034 2.37 1.15 unity 
 
*Source Region Shear-wave velocity, density and RC: 3.5 km/sec, 2.75cgs and 80 km, respectively 
**Fixed Parameters, RC fixed at 40 km 
 
 Site no. (Table 4.4) Site 0 (s)  (Model 1)  
 1 113A 0.046  
 2 114A 0.030  
 3 115A 0.048  
 4 Y14A 0.023  
 5 Y15A 0.052  
 6 Z13A 0.058  
 7 Z14A 0.032  
 8 Z15A 0.015  
 9 NEE2 0.025  
 10 W13A 0.045  
 11 X13A 0.024  
 12 Y13A 0.015  
 13 Y12C 0.043  
 14 Y16A 0.051  
 Median  0.033  
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Table 4.6 Parameter variations. 
Parameter variations Change in median kappa [κ(s)] 
0Q /1.5  /1.14 
0Q  * 1.5   * 1.03 
 /1.5  /1.32 
  * 1.5   * 1.21 
CR /1.5   * 1.02 
CR  * 1.5   * 1.03 
 /2   * 1.01 
  * 2   * 1.01 
  * 2   * 1.09 
 /2   /1.06 
amp/1.31   * 1.03 
 
1 Replaced rock and soil crustal amplification (Figure 4.16) with unity. 
 
Note in all cases relative difference for individual sites varied from less than about 10% to over 100% 
depending on the parameter varied. 
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Figure 4.14 Site-specific shear-wave velocity profiles and corresponding VS,30 value based on SASW surveys (Chapter 3) at recording sites (Table 4.4) as 
well as the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. 
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Figure 4.15 Case-specific reference profiles for stiff soil (VS,30 = 508 m/sec, profile 
Z14A Figure 4.14) and firm rock (VS,30 = 1028 m/sec, profile 113A Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.16 Smoothed case-specific Arizona crustal transfer functions (FAS) for (1) 
recording site Z14A (stiff soil); and (2) recording site 113A (firm rock). 
Both profiles are shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1267 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.16 (Continued)  
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1268 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes) 
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1269 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes) 
.  
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Figure 4.19 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1270 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.20 Continued. 
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1271 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1272 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.22 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1273 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1274 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1275 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.25 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1276 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
 
Figure 4.26 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1277 (Table 4.4) 
(logarithmic frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.27 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1267 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.28 Continued.  
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Figure 4.28 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1268 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.29 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1269 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.30 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1270 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.31 Continued. 
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Figure 4.31 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1271 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.32 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1272 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.33 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1273 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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Figure 4.34 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1274 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.35 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1275 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes). 
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Figure 4.36 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1276 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes). 
 
Figure 4.37 Comparison of the Model 1 broadband (initial and final) models with the 
recorded FAS data at sites that recorded earthquake 1277 (Table 4.4) 
(linear frequency axes).  
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4.4.5 Assessment of Uncertainty in Kappa using Method 3 
To examine model ( ) sensitivity and provide a basis for model uncertainty, fixed parameters were 
varied by realistic amounts to assess differences in  . Table 4.6 shows the change in κ for a given 
change in each parameter as well as starting models for   and  . Note all of the inversion 
parameters (M,  ) change along with  . From Table 4.6, the strongest coupling was with η with a 
30% reduction in median   for a 50% reduction in  . Recall our   estimates must be viewed as 
relative to Q(f) and CR , which suggests an uncertainty in median (over the 14 sites)   of at least 
ln  = 0.3 for a realistic range in parameters taken independently. Considering the coupling that 
exists between 0Q ,  , and   with this dataset due to the limited bandwidth and range in distances, 
epistemic uncertainty in the median estimate of   should be increased to a recommended value of 
0.5(ln). 
As an additional approach to estimate epistemic uncertainty in  , inversions with different 
subsets of the data (jackknife) were considered; upon examination, however, there were insufficient 
data to meaningfully constrain the inversions. 
Additional insight into   uncertainty is the effect of smoothing on the estimated values. 
Inversions may be done on FAS with smoothing using a constant frequency increment or a constant 
logarithmic frequency increment. Use of a constant frequency increment results in an increased 
number of points at high frequency compared to low frequency. A constant log frequency increment, 
as used in the Models 14 inversions and parameter sensitivity analyses, results in a uniform 
distribution of points at high and low frequency. Inversions with a set of points (smoothed or 
unsmoothed) using constant frequency increment results in increased weighting at high frequency 
compared to low frequency, which emphasizes high-frequency parameters such as  , stress drop, 
and Q(f) at larger distances, compared to the parameter magnitude (M). 
Such unequal weighting is most appropriate at large magnitude earthquakes where the point-
source model tends to over predict low-frequency motions [EPRI 1993; Silva et al. 1997; Atkinson 
and Silva 2000]. Increased weighting at high frequency for large magnitude recordings places more 
emphasis over the frequency range where the point-source model works well, conversely decreasing 
the emphasis where the model does not perform as well. Constant log frequency increment 
smoothing results in equal weighting across the inversion bandwidth and is more appropriate for 
small magnitude recordings where the point-source model appears to work equally well at both high 
and low frequency for small magnitude earthquakes. This sensitivity analysis between constant and 
constant logarithmic frequency interval showed a difference (reduction) in median   between 
unsmoothed and smoothed (log frequency increment = 0.1) FAS inversions of about 1.10 or 10%. 
Epistemic uncertainty in  , due largely to the sensitivity with   in this dataset along with a 
limited bandwidth and limited range in distances, around a value of 0.5( ln ) seems warranted. 
With cross correlations between site   values of about 0.8, a maximum individual site uncertainty 
of about 0.6(ln) may be reasonable for a median   uncertainty of 0.5(ln). 
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Eleven earthquakes in the magnitude range 1.2 to 3.4 (Table 2.2) were inverted for  , stress 
drop, and moment magnitude. Due to limitations in both bandwidth (TA array data) and hypocentral 
distance range, both Q(f) and geometrical attenuation were fixed, resulting in non-uniqueness in the 
median   estimate of 0.033 sec. Sensitivity analyses varying Q(f), geometrical attenuation, and 
amplification suggested that, for reasonable values of these parameters, the median   estimate of 
0.033 sec was reasonably stable with an uncertainty of 0.5(ln). 
4.5 MODEL COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS 
Two   models have been derived. The first   model combined the results from Methods 1 and 2. 
These methods try to avoid frequencies near the source corner frequency; instead they use a 
frequency range where the source spectrum should be flat to estimate  . The models work only with 
Arizona earthquakes, whose magnitudes are either above M 3 or below M 1.6. The second   model 
was derived from the broadband Method 3, which makes use of all events and inverts Fourier 
amplitude spectra over the entire usable frequency range. 
The combined results from Methods 1 and 2 over the frequency range of 816 Hz yielded the 
model shown in Figure 4.39 (black line). The model has a hockey-stick-type dependence of r  with 
distance, a mean 0  = 33±14 m/sec, and a mean frequency-independent regional Q of 900±300 in 
this frequency range. The DS method (Method 2) provided an upper bound for estimated r  values, 
which are up to three times higher than the AS (Method 1) values within the first 50 km. 0  is 
sensitive to the assumptions we made regarding crustal amplification, and if the latter is not 
accounted for (set equal to unity), the mean 0  drops by 35% to 21 m/sec. In contrast, for these 
models Q is not very sensitive to crustal amplification corrections. The mean Q is slightly higher 
than typical California values and is consistent with independent attenuation studies for the region. 
The scatter in the Q values reported in the literature is large, not only due to the differences in 
methods and data, but also because the sites lie close to the border between the Basin and Range and 
the Southern California provinces. There is a large scatter in the individual measured r  values 
versus distance (Figure 4.39, black symbols) that is not explained by the effect of distance or site 
stiffness (e.g., the two hardest sites, 113A and Y16A, have surprisingly high   values compared to 
the other stiff soil sites). The large scatter in r  values may be partly due to the actual Q structure 
being much more complex, with raypaths for different events crossing different parts of the upper 
crust. Furthermore, the large epicentral distances make the trade-off between 0  and Q difficult to 
resolve in all the methods used. In some cases the scatter can also be due to shallow site resonances, 
which are not fully accounted for by the simple one-dimensional crustal amplification transfer 
functions. Our knowledge of the site profiles at depth also does not allow us to estimate the damping 
component from the stiff soils at all sites, but at the sites where this is possible; accounting for the 
soil damping does not render the remaining “rock”   values more consistent. We believe that the 
most severe obstacles in resolving κ in this study are the band limitation of the recorded data, in 
combination with the event magnitudes and large distances. 
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Method 3 inverted the FAS from station that recorded eleven earthquakes in the magnitude 
range 1.2 to 3.4 for  , stress drop, and moment magnitude. Due to limitations in both bandwidth 
(TA array data) and hypocentral distance range, both Q(f) and geometrical attenuation were fixed, 
resulting in non-uniqueness in the median   estimate of 0.033 sec. Sensitivity analyses varying Q(f), 
geometrical attenuation, and amplification suggested that, for reasonable values of these parameters, 
the median   estimate of 0.033 sec was reasonably stable with an uncertainty of 0.5(ln). 
Method 3 yielded 0  values for each site, while the combination of Methods 1 and 2 yielded 
an overall   model with distance, averaged over all sites. The two approaches came to several 
similar results: 
1. The preferred value for the total average 0  estimated for all sites is 
essentially the same (33 m/sec, see black line and orange symbols in Figure 
4.39 and Table 4.5). The results from broadband inversion (Method 3, Model 
3), with the assumption of a constant Q (frequency independent) produced a 
0  of 24 m/sec, which is within the range of uncertainty (standard deviation 
of 14 m/sec) of the 0  derived from the preferred broadband model (Model 1) 
and the combined Methods 1 and 2 (green line in Figure 4.39). 
2. The mean Q is consistent between the techniques to estimate  . Models 1, 2, 
and 4 of the broadband (Method 3) inversion give a log-average Q over 816 
Hz ranging from 850 to 1050. These values are close to the mean constant Q 
of 900 obtained from the combination of Methods 1 and 2. These Q values are 
slightly higher than typical California values. 
3. The stiffest rock sites had some of the highest estimates of   from both 
methods. Due to large epicentral distances from the Arizona sites, the effects 
of Q(f) may have masked the effect of   at these two sites. Kappa may be 
much lower than the median estimates from both approaches. Another reason 
may be the contribution from site effects that are not discernible in the 
empirical spectral ratios. 
4. The stress drop for several of these events appears to be higher than the value 
in Phillips et al. [2013]. Hence the source corner frequency for the small 
earthquakes in the dataset is likely higher than the data Nyquist frequency. 
Phillips et al. [2013] also did not address the possibility of contributions from 
fmax [Hanks 1982], which may also mask the source corner frequency for small 
events (see Frankel, [1982]). This may have led to very low stress drop values 
due to κ effects. 
The results from the two approaches have different sensitivities: 
1. The two approaches differed in the sensitivity of their results to the correction 
for crustal amplification. Changes in site amplification changed the estimate 
of   in Methods 1 and 2, but primarily changed the estimate of moment 
magnitude in Method 3. 
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2. The two approaches differed in the sensitivity of 0  results to Q(f) models. In 
the broadband analysis (Method 3), Models 1, 2, and 4 all use various 
frequency-dependent Q functions to check the sensitivity of 0  results to 0Q  
and  . The 0  values did not change significantly. In contrast, a constant-Q 
model used in Model 3 reduced 0  by 40%. In Methods 1 and 2, the hockey-
stick model helps to constrain 0  using nearby records. This does not allow 
for changes in the slope (Q) to change 0 , which is based on the nearby data. 
This constraint does not allow for the large reduction seen in the broadband 
method (Model 3). 
 
Figure 4.38 Comparison of models from the different methods applied: Methods 1 
and 2 ( DS  and AS , black line for the final model, and black symbols 
for all the data points) and Method 3 ( BB , orange symbols for models 
1, 2, and 4, and green line for the constant-Q Model 3). Also shown are 
the different Q models summarized from the literature.  
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5 Comparison of Data with NGA-West2 Ground 
Motion Prediction Equations 
Several studies have estimated higher Q, and thus lower attenuation, in Arizona as compared to 
California (e.g., Phillips et al. [2013]). If the effect of the higher Q is significant, then the ground 
motion at Arizona stations should be larger than those of California stations for the same earthquake 
and distance. This would necessitate a change to GMPEs in order for them to be applicable to 
Arizona. This chapter compares the 5% damped pseudo acceleration spectra from Arizona stations 
described in Chapter 2 with the NGA-West2 data and GMPEs to determine if such a change is 
necessary. 
5.1 NGA-WEST2 EARTHQUAKES SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS 
The California and Mexico earthquakes described in Chapter 2 were separated into regions of 
distinct source or Q values in an attempt to separate potential source and path effects. Region 3 
earthquakes are those whose raypaths to southwest Arizona cross through the Gulf of California 
source zone. Region 2 earthquakes are those whose raypaths to southwest Arizona cross the 
extensional zone, characterized by low Q, north of the Gulf of California source zone. Region 1 
earthquakes are those whose raypaths to southwest Arizona lie north of the extensional zone. The 
earthquakes selected for this analysis are listed in Table 5.1 and shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 NGA-West2 earthquakes selected for analysis. 
NGAW2 EQID Hypocenter latitude Hypocenter longitude Depth (km) Magnitude Region
280 32.300 -115.267 0 7.2 3 
1004 32.4105 -115.3120 18.65 5.1 3 
1005 34.8118 -116.4227 9.33 5.06 1 
1009 36.4011 -117.8397 7.419 4.73 1 
1017 32.3362 -115.2425 17.16 4.63 3 
1018 34.1081 -117.3062 14.795 4.45 2 
1020 33.8776 -116.2019 10.062 4.26 2 
1028 33.7328 -117.4921 10.018 4.73 2 
1047 35.4744 -118.4262 6.678 4.43 1 
1053 35.8373 -117.678 6.864 4.34 1 
1058 32.707 -116.040 10.16 4.41 3 
1067 33.2262 -116.1472 10.889 4.29 2 
1182 36.3864 -117.8583 7.408 5.0 1 
1186 36.4034 -117.8499 9.418 5.19 1 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 NGA-West2 earthquakes selected for analysis. Region 1 earthquakes 
are shown as blue circles, Region 2 earthquakes are shown as green 
circles, and Region 3 earthquakes are shown as purple circles. Arizona 
recording stations are shown as red “X”s. 
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5.2 ESTIMATION OF Q VALUES FOR REGIONS 1, 2, AND 3 
The Q data from Phillips et al. [2013] are used as the basis for the Q estimates along the path 
between the earthquake epicenter and recording station. The data has a spacing of 0.5 and is 
interpolated to 0.01 spacing. Bresenham’s [1965] line algorithm is then used to determine the path 
from earthquake to station. The inverse value of Q has been summed for every grid along the path, 
and an average path Q has been estimated from this sum. 
5.2.1 Q Values for NGA-West2 Data 
Average path Q values were estimated from the Phillips et al. [2013] data for the NGA-West2 
dataset to provide a baseline and are shown in Figure 5.2. For rupture distances less than 100 km 
there are clear regional differences in the Q values at all four center frequencies. Region 2 has the 
highest average path Q values and Region 3 the lowest. Region 1 may be split into two groups, with 
some values in between Regions 2 and 3, and some path Q values near 500 within 100 km. The 
earthquakes in Region 1 are centered at latitude 36.0 longitude -118.0 where the Q value [Phillips et 
al. 2013] for the frequency range 0.751.5 Hz is approximately 140. The earthquakes in Region 2 
are centered at latitude 34.0 longitude -117.0 where the Q value for the frequency range 0.751.5 Hz 
is approximately 225. The earthquakes in Region 2 are centered at latitude 32.5 longitude -115.5 
where the Q value for the frequency range 0.751.5 Hz is approximately 110. The Q values at 
distances less than 100 km are similar to the Q value closest to the earthquake for the three Regions 
except for the higher Q values in Region 1. At distances beyond about 100 km the regional 
differences become less pronounced as the raypaths from earthquake to station sample a wider range 
of Q structures. Beyond 200 km the regional differences have disappeared with the exception of the 
lowest Q raypaths in Region 3. 
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Figure 5.2 Q values for NGA-West2 data from earthquakes in Region 1, 2, and 3 
over frequency ranges with average periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 sec. 
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5.2.2 Q Values for Arizona Data 
The average path Q values were also calculated for the Arizona recordings of the NGA-West2 
earthquakes and are shown in Figure 5.3. This dataset does not include any estimates for rupture 
distances less than 100 km where differences were observed in Figure 5.2. 
Region 1 has the highest average path Q value and Region 3 the lowest, with Region 2 
somewhere in the middle for all distances and periods. There is a clear distance trend for the Region 
2 and 3 data. To illustrate how the regional differences occur, Figure 5.4 shows the Q values along 
the path from the earthquake epicenter to an example recording station for three earthquakes 
recorded at Y14A, one earthquake from each of the three Regions (1, 2 and 3). The paths from the 
earthquakes in Regions 2 and 3 both cross the extensional zone, which exhibits Q values in the low 
hundreds averaged over frequencies from 0.751.5 Hz, and then continue into the higher Q region in 
Arizona [Phillips et al. 2013]. The longer the path from earthquakes in Region 2 or 3 to the station in 
Arizona, the greater the fraction of the raypath spent in the higher Q region of Arizona and thus the 
higher the average path Q (Figure 5.3). The raypaths from the earthquakes located in Region 1 head 
southeast and pass through a region with a high Q corresponding with the Mojave Block. The Q 
values from Phillips et al. [2013] peak near latitude 35.0, longitude -117.5 with a value of 
approximately 445 for the frequency range of 0.751.5 Hz. This high Q zone causes the average Q 
values for raypaths from earthquakes in Region 1 to southwest Arizona to be the highest of the three 
Regions within about 200 km (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.3 Q values for NGA-West2 data from earthquakes in Region 1, 2, and 3 
over frequency ranges with average periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 sec. 
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Figure 5.4 Q values for the frequency range 0.75 to 1.5 Hz along raypaths from 
earthquakes located in Region 1, 2, or 3 to a station (Y14A) located in 
southwest Arizona. 
5.2.3 Conclusions 
Average path Q values for earthquakes from Regions 1, 2, and 3 from NGA-West2 and Arizona data 
at a distance of 200400 km are calculated and shown in Figure 5.5. For this distance range there is 
little difference between path Q values in California and Arizona for earthquakes in Regions 2 and 3 
except at periods less than about 0.4 sec. There is a difference between Q values in California and 
Arizona for earthquakes in Region 1 at periods from 0.08 to 1.5 sec. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of Q values from earthquakes located in Regions 1, 2, and 
3 to stations in California and Arizona at a rupture distance of 200400 
km. 
5.3 COMPARISON OF ARIZONA RECORDINGS WITH NGA-WEST2 RECORDINGS 
AND GROUND MOTION PREDICTION EQUATIONS 
To determine if the higher Q in Arizona is significant enough to impact ground motion values, this 
section compares the 5% damped pseudo-spectral acceleration values for the Arizona recording 
stations and NGA-West2 earthquakes described in Chapter 2 with additional recordings made of 
those earthquakes from the NGA-West2 database. There is also the possibility of a difference in 
attenuation at the Arizona recording stations between earthquakes that originate in Regions 1, 2, and 
3, thus the comparison of PSA values from the NGA-West2 earthquakes is separated into three 
subsection comprising earthquakes from Regions 1, 2, and 3. 
Ground motion recorded at the Arizona stations and from the NGA-West2 dataset for each of 
the earthquakes in Regions 1, 2 and 3 are corrected to a uniform VS,30 of 500 m/sec using an average 
site term from four NGA-West2 GMPEs and plotted with respect to closest distance (Abrahamson, 
Silva, and Kamai [2014] (ASK), Boore, Stewart, Seyhan and Atkinson [2014] (BSSA), Campbell 
and Bozorgnia (2014] (CB), and Chiou and Youngs [2014] (CY)). Predictions from the NGA-West2 
GMPEs are plotted at a VS,30 of 500 m/sec with the event term removed. Event terms were requested 
from the NGA-West2 developer teams. Event terms were received for the Abrahamson, Silva and 
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Kamai [2014], Boore, Stewart, Seyhan and Atkinson [2014], Campbell and Bozorgnia [2014], and 
Chiou and Youngs [2014] GMPEs. If an event term is unavailable for an earthquake and ground 
motion prediction pair then the GMPE is not plotted. The event terms are given in Table 5.2. These 
plots are shown in the following three subsections broken down by Regions 1, 2, and 3.  
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Table 5.2 NGA-West2 event terms for selected earthquakes in Regions 1, 2, and 3. 
NGA-
West2 
Abrahamson, Silva and Kamai 
[2014] 
Boore, Stewart, Seyhan and 
Atkinson [2014] 
Campbell and Bozorgnia 
[2014] Chiou and Youngs [2014] 
EQID 0.2 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 2.0 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 2.0 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 2.0 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 2.0 s 
280 -0.078 -0.403 -0.491 -0.231 -0.110 -0.137 -0.216 0.034 0.496 0.291 0.286 0.031 -0.010 -0.060 -0.294 -0.237 
1004 -0.605 -0.325 0.294 - -0.113 0.174 0.589 0.370 - - - - - - - - 
1005 0.195 -0.322 0.231 0.103 0.358 -0.020 0.470 0.469 -0.070 -0.230 -0.140 -0.143 -0.199 -0.256 -0.143 0.018 
1009 - - - - -0.738 -0.244 -0.063 -0.202 -0.621 -0.236 -0.229 -0.358 -0.576 -0.296 -0.129 -0.239 
1017 - - - - -1.527 -0.896 -0.378 -0.087 - - - - -0.172 0.090 0.104 0.396 
1018 0.418 0.485 0.401 0.285 0.696 0.747 0.622 0.473 0.679 0.698 0.582 0.525 0.559 0.768 0.730 0.580 
1020 -0.179 -0.683 -0.917 -0.886 -0.118 -0.507 -0.784 -0.862 -0.453 -0.712 -0.959 -1.093 -0.134 -0.524 -0.797 -0.949 
1028 -0.420 -0.585 -0.693 -0.830 -0.267 -0.386 -0.499 -0.625 -0.094 -0.383 -0.626 -0.751 -0.238 -0.452 -0.617 -0.790 
1047 - - - - - - - - - - - - -0.205 -0.241 -0.518 -0.711 
1053 -0.188 -0.209 -0.326 -0.500 -0.204 -0.053 -0.102 -0.305 0.025 -0.097 -0.478 -0.775 -0.158 -0.027 -0.257 -0.604 
1058 -1.243 -0.911 -0.858 -0.943 -1.025 -0.707 -0.696 -0.911 -0.741 -0.826 -0.847 - -0.694 -0.752 -0.752 -0.822 
1067 -0.228 -0.723 -0.853 -1.090 -0.028 -0.470 -0.657 -0.933 0.026 -0.529 -0.840 -0.955 -0.040 -0.386 -0.608 -0.903 
1182 -0.472 -0.426 -0.314 -0.003 -0.423 -0.247 -0.159 0.252 -0.269 -0.144 -0.453 -0.287 -0.287 -0.244 -0.539 -0.250 
1186 -0.666 -0.686 -0.524 -0.469 -0.907 -0.739 -0.574 -0.284 -0.399 -0.515 -0.615 -0.553 -0.328 -0.552 -0.631 -0.566 
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5.3.1 Region 1 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 EQID 1005: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.7 EQID 1009: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.8 EQID 1047: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.9 EQID 1053: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.10 EQID 1182: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.11 EQID 118: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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5.3.2 Region 2 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 EQID 1018: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.13 EQID 1020: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.14 EQID 1028: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.15 EQID 1067: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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5.3.3 Region 3 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.16 EQID 280: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.17 EQID 1004: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.18 EQID 1017: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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Figure 5.19 EQID 1058: pseudo-spectral acceleration (g) at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 sec from the NGA-West2 dataset, Arizona stations, and the 2014 
NGA-West2 GMPEs are shown for which an event term is available. 
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5.3.4 Conclusions 
Section 5.2 showed that the Arizona recordings from earthquakes in Region 1 have a higher average 
Q than the California data, thus the 5% damped PSA at the four periods in Section 5.3.1 from 
stations in Arizona should be above the predictions from the NGA-West2 GMPEs and the data from 
the NGA-West2 database, but this is not observed. The ground motion from both the NGA-West2 
database and the Arizona recordings fall off faster with distance than the NGA-West2 GMPEs 
predict. The difference in path Q between the Arizona recordings of the Region 1 earthquakes is 
being masked by the overprediction of the southeastern California earthquakes at long distances of 
the NGA-West2 GMPEs. 
5.4 RESIDUALS FROM NGA-WEST2 GROUND MOTION PREDICTION EQUATIONS 
FOR ARIZONA DATA 
The figures in Section 5.3 show that the NGA-West2 GMPEs overpredict the NGA-West2 and 
Arizona data at long distances from earthquakes in southeastern California. To evaluate the extent of 
this overprediction, the intra-event residuals from the NGA-West2 ground motion predictions are 
shown in Figures 5.20, 5.21, and 5.22 for Regions 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Figure 5.20 shows that 
the NGA-West2 GMPEs are most similar to the Arizona data from earthquakes in Region 1, 
overpredicting at periods of 0.5 and 1 sec, but nearly unbiased at periods of 0.2 and 2 sec. Figures 
5.21 and 5.22 show that the NGA-West2 GMPEs overpredict the Arizona data at all periods for both 
Regions 2 and 3. Figure 5.23 summarizes these observations. 
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Figure 5.20 Intra-event residuals for Arizona data from earthquakes in Region 1 for 
the 2014 NGA-West2 GMPEs for which event terms are available at 
periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec. 
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Figure 5.21 Intra-event residuals for Arizona data from earthquakes in Region 2 for 
the 2014 NGA-West2 GMPEs for which event terms are available at 
periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec. 
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Figure 5.22 Intra-event residuals for Arizona data from earthquakes in Region 3 for 
the 2014 NGA-West2 GMPEs for which event terms are available at 
periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec. 
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Figure 5.23 Average intra-event residuals for Arizona data from earthquakes in 
Regions 1, 2, and 3 for the 2014 NGA-West2 GMPEs for which event 
terms are available at periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec. 
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To estimate how much of the overprediction is due to the shape of the NGA-West2 GMPEs, 
the same procedure is followed with the NGA-West2 data to look at the overprediction to this set. 
Figure 5.24 shows how the overprediction of the NGA-West2 data compares with the overprediction 
of the Arizona data. The NGA-West2 data is broken down into two subsets, the first with rupture 
distances of 200300 km, and the second with rupture distances of 300400 km. The steepness of 
the NGA-West2 GMPEs with respect to distance indicates that the overprediction will be larger for 
larger distances; Figure 5.26 shows this to be the case for the NGA-West2 data. 
The Arizona data are primarily at rupture distances of 300400 km, thus it is possible to 
compare the bias of the Arizona data from Regions 1, 2, and 3 with the bias of the NGA-West2 data 
with rupture distances of 300400 km. The bias for the NGA-West2 data lies primarily in the middle 
of the range from Regions 1, 2, and 3. This demonstrates that there is a component of the bias in the 
Arizona data that is due to the NGA-West2 models being too steep. The NGA-West2 bias is most 
similar to Region 2, which has the most similar average path Q to California. The Region 1 bias is 
above the NGA-West2 data bias, which may be due to the average Q path being larger than path Q 
in California. The Region 3 bias is primarily below the NGA-West2 data bias, which may be due to 
the average Q path being slightly smaller than path Q in California. 
 
 
Figure 5.24 Average intra-event residuals for Arizona data from earthquakes in 
Regions 1, 2, and 3 and NGA-West2 data at distances of 200300 km 
and 300400 km averaged across the NGA-West2 relationships at 
periods of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec. 
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS  
There are regional differences in the path Q from earthquakes in California and Mexico to sites in 
Arizona that have effects on the 5% damped pseudo-spectral acceleration. The effect from Q is 
complicated by the overprediction of the NGA-West2 GMPEs at large distances in Arizona. Three 
regions in California are created to estimate the combined effect of NGA-West2 overprediction of 
southeastern California earthquakes at large distances and path Q differences to Arizona. The 
Arizona data from earthquakes in Region 1 are overpredicted by 00.35 natural log units. The 
Arizona data from earthquakes in Regions 2 and 3 are overestimated by an additional 0.10.4 natural 
log units for a total overprediction of between 0.2 and 0.7 natural log units for periods between 
0.22 sec. 
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